Letter from the Editor

On behalf of the David Geffen School of Medicine medical student body, Welcome to UCLA!

The Geffy Guide is a for-students, by-students guide to life at DGSOM, written by current students and alumni.

We hope this guide provides insight into the academic, extra-curricular, professional, and social opportunities afforded at DGSOM and Los Angeles.

Whether MS1 or MS4, we attest that this is the best medical school in the universe, and we are excited for your upcoming adventure here!

Welcome to the UCLA family!
Evan Shih
MSC Representative, Class of 2017
The Medical Student Council
David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA
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PART I

Rocking the First Two Years
If someone were to tell you that you’re expected to learn almost everything about the human body in the first two years, both what it’s supposed to do and what can go wrong, you might be intimidated. So it’s a good thing no one’s saying that! Nobody walks away with a perfect understanding of all of medicine after two years; you have your whole life to try. What the first two years of med school are about is introducing you to the things you will see when you get into the clinic full-time starting third year (and during preceptorship in your first year, too).

UCLA presents the concepts of medicine in a logical, organized way. We divide up the curriculum by organ system, so you’ll learn anatomy, histopathology, and physiology of the heart, lungs, brain, etc. all at the same time. First year is dedicated to normal function (physiology). In second year you see all of the same systems again, but this time the focus is on what disease processes you’ll encounter and how to treat them (pathology). After a year and a half at UCLA, I’m surprised at how much I’ve already learned!

In general, here is how each week will look:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8-10am PBL</td>
<td>10-12pm Lecture</td>
<td>10-12pm Lecture</td>
<td>10-12pm Lecture</td>
<td>10-12pm Lecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-12pm Lecture</td>
<td>10-12pm Lecture</td>
<td>10-12pm Lecture</td>
<td>10-12pm Lecture</td>
<td>10-12pm Lecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-4pm Lab</td>
<td>1-4pm Lab</td>
<td>1-4pm Lab</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Afternoon Labs: involve things like anatomy, histology, doctoring, clinical skills, and other small group sessions. They provide the opportunity to learn more about the week’s material in a smaller group or in a unique way. In general, afternoon labs begin at 1 pm and are over around 4pm (sometimes earlier, sometimes later). There will sometimes be additional labs or lectures on Monday afternoons or before lecture on Tues, Wed, or Thurs, although this is rare and will always be announced ahead of time.

**Block 1: Foundations of Medicine 1**
This is an introduction to basic principles of medicine such as biochemistry, pharmacology, embryology, genetics, and cancer biology.

**Block 2: Cardiovascular, Renal, and Respiratory Medicine 1**

**Block 3: Gastrointestinal, Endocrine, and Reproductive Medicine 1**

**Block 4: Musculoskeletal Medicine**
This will be the only time you will learn about musculoskeletal muscle. There is a lot of anatomy in this block.

**Block 5: Medical Neurosciences 1**

**Block 6: Foundations of Medicine 2**
Block 6 covers microbiology including viruses, bacteria, and parasites. It also includes hematology and hematological disorders.

**Block 7: Medical Neurosciences 2**
This block focuses more on psychiatric disorders than on neuroanatomy.

**Block 8: Gastrointestinal, Endocrine, and Reproductive Medicine 2**

**Block 9: Cardiovascular, Renal, and Respiratory Medicine 2**

Blocks 1–5 are more focused on normal physiology and anatomy (normal), with pathology integrated when it is helpful to reinforce principles of physiology. Blocks 6–9 are more heavily focused on pathology (abnormal) with brief reviews of normal physiology when needed.

---

**Block Chairs**
Max Dean Goldstein
Romance Languages and Biology, Bowdin College ’09
Los Angeles, CA
Class of 2015

The first thing that you need to learn is that the people that we all call BLOCK CHAIRS are your friends. They plan and teach the curriculum for a single block (and remember there are 9 blocks) so that you can learn all that you can through a variety of different modalities such as lecture, lab and hands-on didactics. The block chairs are thoughtful people who care about you and welcome your concerns and suggestions. There are generally 2 block chairs for each block and they coordinate the block whose curriculum they are most familiar with— either through medical
practice or through research. Some of these block chairs have an MD, some have a PhD, and others have both an MD and a PhD. There are block chairs that have been teaching at UCLA for the past 20 years, whereas others have only been around for a few years. Regardless of the block that you are in, remember that each block chair will have a unique character that you’ll learn to love.

Profile of Block Chairs
Evan Shih
Physiological Science, UCLA ‘13
Irvine, CA
Class of 2017

Block 2: Cardiovascular, Renal, and Respiratory
Holly Middlekauff, M.D. is a brilliant cardiologist who did her residency and two fellowships right here at UCLA. Her research focuses on the mechanisms of exercise dysfunction in patients with heart failure. She is also a passionate professor who is known for her ability to break down EKGs in an easy to understand way. As the new chair of Block 2, her commitment to student education and learning recently earned her the Golden Apple Teaching Award in 2017!

Block 5: Neurology
Carolyn Houser, Ph.D. is a nationally renowned professor in the Department of Neurobiology with an interest in research and development. Her laboratory focuses on studying the basic mechanisms of epilepsy and the morphological organization and plasticity of the GABA system. Dr. Houser is incredibly knowledgeable, delivers very organized lectures, and is easily accessible to students. Block 5 is very well-organized with an assortment of exciting afternoon labs and activities!

Profile of Anatomy Instructors
Josh Khalili
Psychobiology, UCLA ‘10
Anaheim Hills, CA
Class of 2015

You might have heard that there’s a lot of anatomy in the first year of medical school. A big part of the first year curriculum is definitely about spending time in the anatomy lab and learning the very basics of the human body that you will carry throughout the rest of your life. We are very fortunate to have some incredible faculty members who will push and support you to exceed your own expectations.
Dr. Elena Stark is someone you will likely never forget as being an integral part of your education. She is the Director of the Integrative Anatomy Program and Vice Chair for Medical and Dental Education. What’s more important than those titles is the fact that Dr. Stark cares that you learn and that you succeed—not just in anatomy, but in all aspects of your life. So, don’t be intimidated; she’ll make you work hard, but Dr. Stark is certainly one of the most caring professors and mentors at UCLA.

You’ll also have the great opportunity to be taught by Dr. Steve Schettler, an Assistant Professor in the pathology department who teaches anatomy (in addition to neuroscience research). The first thing that you’ll notice about Dr. Schettler is his sense of humor. His jokes alone made anatomy lab worth going to, but beyond his enjoyable attitude, Dr. Schettler is simply a great educator. He’ll stay with you as long as you need to make sure you understand the complicated things and you can tell that he truly enjoys spending time with students.

Be sure to prepare well before each lab, take advantage of the faculty and great anatomy TA program that provides free tutoring sessions from knowledgeable tutors, and never be afraid to ask questions. Anatomy is tough, but you were chosen to come to UCLA for a reason and you will get through it.

At DGSOM, doctoring is one of the longitudinal threads so unlike PBL, students stay in the same group all year long! Doctoring is designed to teach first year medical students patient communication skills for clinical care; how to address health promotion, disease prevention, and ethical issues; and clinical problem solving, interpersonal and group skills for working in a medical setting. In essence, doctoring is exactly how it sounds—doctoring teaches students how to be a doctor!

Each doctoring group will consist of approximately eight students, and the doctoring tutors will be a medical clinician, a mental health clinician, and maybe a fourth year medical student. Doctoring small groups are one of the afternoon sessions occurring approximately every other week. At each meeting, assigned students will interview a standardized patient, feedback will be provided, and a doctoring note will be assigned. So, after each interview, students will have the opportunity to write a note much like what will done after interviewing a patient on the wards.
It is natural to feel nervous about interviewing standardized patients in front of a doctoring group. However, students will realize that with time, everyone, including him or herself, will become a pro at it!

Profile of Doctoring Chair
Dr. Art Gomez is the Doctoring 2 Chair of the second year of medical school. He is a graduate of DGSOM, Class of 1986. He then completed his internal Medicine training at the UCLA-San Fernando Valley Program, which at that time included Olive View Medical Center and Sepulveda VA. He then did a Kennamer Fellowship in General Internal Medicine and a Medical Education Fellowship as a faculty member here at DGSOM. He is one of the associate residency directors for the Cedars-Sinai VA Greater Los Angeles Program in internal medicine.

In Doctoring 2, aside from providing students with more challenging patients to discuss the bio-psychosocial model of care, as is done in Doctoring 1, Dr. Gomez discusses, “We also try to meld the practical survival skills necessary to thrive on third year clerkships. While we still focus on the art of medicine, we also put our efforts toward developing pattern recognition, differential diagnoses, evidence based physical examinations, oral and written case presentation and synthesizing clinical information into an assessment and plan. Although we are not about solving the “answer” to cases, we are about exposing students to, and giving them practice in, the process of case synthesis. Doctoring/Clinical Skills OSCEs in year 2 also focus on attaining these skills.”
**Profile of Clinical Skills Chairs**

Tyler Larsen  
Physiological Science and Spanish Linguistics, UCLA ‘10  
Carlsbad, CA  
Class of 2015

One of the best parts of the first two years of medical school is learning the clinical exam that will serve as fundamental diagnostic skill set that you will use for the rest of your medical career. Dr. Robert Oye, a general internist here at UCLA, has been heading up the clinical skills curriculum for many years and truly makes the class a wonderful experience. Dr. Oye is a skilled clinician who provides great, often humorous, lectures and he is extremely patient in instructing all the various aspects of the physical exam. Dr. Oye really cares for his students’ learning and his approachable nature makes it easy to ask questions and learn the exam well.

While Dr. Oye teaches clinical skills both years, the first year clinical skills curriculum is co-taught by Dr. Baxter Larmon, from the department of Emergency Medicine and the Center for Prehospital Care. Dr. Larmon, or Bax (as he prefers to be called by his students), provides dynamic, entertaining lectures and demonstrations that truly help the students to master the clinical exam. He rotates through out the rooms as we practice the exam to ensure that everyone is able to perform the exam maneuvers and, like Dr. Oye, Bax provides patient, clear instruction. Bax is a friendly, approachable person and he has been known, when his busy schedule permits, to even surf with students on occasion.

**Profile of Preceptorship**

Yas Sanaiha  
Biological Sciences, UC Irvine ‘11  
Irvine, CA  
Class of 2015

My first year preceptorship was a wonderful experience at an outpatient internal medicine practice in Santa Monica. Starting off with shadowing, I progressed to paralleling my preceptor’s exam on each patient, and eventually, when time permitted, I would go in to see a patient by myself and then present the history and focused physical before going into the room together. Patients were for the most part very welcoming and appreciated the opportunity to teach a young medical student about their medical conditions. The patient should be the primary focus of every encounter, so be creative and thoughtful in the timing and nature of your questions to help make the best of your preceptorship experience.
Checking back with my preceptor about the outcome of particular tests for patient’s I had seen was really rewarding and memorable. My preceptor even helped connect me with her friend in my field of interest, starting a chain of acquaintances that helped me find my current research mentor. Approach preceptorship as an opportunity to relearn and apply your medical school knowledge, because what you see in preceptor, once it’s connected to a patient’s situation, will be hard for you to forget.

Study Material
David DiTullio
Molecular Biology and Mathematics
Vancouver, WA
Class of 2015

BLOCK 1:
This block is your “Foundations of Medicine,” and you will cover a LOT of material during these 9 weeks. Depending on your undergraduate studies, many topics and concepts presented in lecture will be familiar to you already, but presented in greater depth and at a faster pace. Don’t let yourself get bogged down by all the details – your primary focus should be on learning the major concepts. A good “rule of thumb,” is that the amount of course time spent on a topic is approximately proportional to how much it will be tested – but don’t take that as gospel (there are always some tricks thrown in)! Use this block to find your preferred study style; experiment with study guides, study groups, etc. If you are having trouble adjusting, reach out – to the SAO, to PBL tutors, Block chairs, etc. for study tips or referral to a tutor. Depending on your needs, SAO tutoring offers small group tutoring as well as one on one tutoring (contact: Sue Nahm, snahm@mednet.ucla.edu).

BLOCK 2:
Here at DGSOM, Block 2 is considered your real “Intro to Medical School.” It can be very easy to get overwhelmed and intimidated by the material presented in this block, as more than likely it will all feel brand new. The first day of class, you may find yourself confused as to whether you should focus on the large projection of the beating heart, the EKG running in the background, or the sounds playing over the speakers, all while you sit wondering, “what are the four chambers of the heart again?” You will also start Anatomy and Histology during this block. For anatomy, Dr. Stark’s modules are GOLD! When Dr. Stark says to visit the Anatomy Lab at least 3 times per week, she means it! The Anatomy tutors are an incredible resource, but don’t rely on them to teach you all the material – there is more than they can cover, so find 1-2 friends and go into lab together and quiz each other on the material. For histo, Dr. Stark’s modules are all you will need. You will also usually get a handout/worksheet in lab summarizing the major topics.

- Physiology by Linda Costanzo – a must have for block 2 (and you’ll use it
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again in block 3). Use this to supplement the lectures. Many students found it most helpful to read the corresponding pages before the lecture.

- BRS Physiology by Linda Costanzo – The above textbook summarized in an outline format. Does not replace the full textbook, but is super helpful when studying for the block exam (and it has a bunch of practice questions at the end of each chapter that you can use to test your understanding)!
- BRS Physiology Cases and Problems by Linda Costanzo — Another very useful resource to cement your understanding during this block. If you start early you could easily go through 1-3 cases per week, either by yourself or with a couple of friends!
- Pharmacology: Previous classes have used the Lange Pharmacology Flashcards (pre-made for you to save time) – these may be overkill now but come in handy (way) down the road when you study for Step 1. Sketchy Medical is a newer resource comprised of short videos explaining an image to help you remember important facts – their pharmacology videos are quickly gaining popularity with students. However, a subscription is pretty expensive and as with the flashcards, may be overkill this early in your medical school career – keep these in mind if you really need extra assistance, but you may find them more useful during MS2.
- Netter’s Anatomy Flash Cards by John Hansen — helpful, but definitely not a must-have. If you like flashcards, these are the gold standard.
- Anatomy Coloring Book: Netter’s by John Hansen or there is one by Kapit/Elson that is popular – again, helpful but not a must-have. If you’re a very visual person and need something in addition to Dr. Stark’s files, these are a good way to go. Don’t use this as a substitute for going into lab though.

BLOCK 3:
Many students think that Block 3 is the hardest of first year – not because of the lecture material, but because you typically have both anatomy and histo each week. There is a lot of material to learn, but if you stay on top of things you will be fine! Continue going into anatomy 3 times per week, both with Anatomy TAs and with friends. Remember that the amount of course time spent (in hours) is roughly proportional to how much it is tested, and there will be anatomy questions on the computer exam (in addition to the practical). That being said, don’t forget to balance studying lecture material and anatomy – both are important and students tend to get tripped up when they prioritize one too much over the other. Students typically don’t use as many outside resources during this block, but there are a few worth mentioning.
- Reproductive Physiology Monograph by Nancy Wayne – This (required reading) is key for block 3. Written by one of the former block chairs, students are huge fans of this short text, both because it is high yield for the Block Exam and because it does a great job of breaking down the
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- Physiology by Linda Costanzo (and related BRS texts) – Yes, it’s back! Less necessary than in Block 2, but still a solid group of texts to use as you need them. Don’t forget the practice questions in the BRS outline if you’re someone who likes to learn by doing questions!

- Lippincott’s Illustrated Reviews: Biochemistry – Unfortunately, you do have to know ALL the biochemical pathways for this block. This is an excellent resource for understanding the major concepts of Biochemistry. It’s a great complement to lecture and an excellent reference for board review.

**BLOCK 4:**
Many students feel that the Block 4 lecture material is a relief after the bulk of physiology in Blocks 2 and 3, but don’t forget that this block is only 5 weeks long! There is a lot of anatomy in this block – you will learn all of the muscles in the body, their actions and their attachments. As the MS2s gear up to study for boards, Anatomy tutors are not available for tutoring sessions, so make sure that you go into lab with friends and quiz each other frequently. This is the only time you will cover the musculoskeletal conditions, so some students find it helpful to annotate this section in First Aid for the USMLE Step 1, but by no means is this absolutely necessary.

- The bulk of the lecture material/block exam covers the MSK conditions, their diagnosis and treatment. Many students find it helpful to organize this information into a table.

**BLOCK 5:**
Congratulations on making it to the last block of first year! In this block you will cover neuroanatomy as well as the majority of the neurological conditions, and things move fast! Anatomy this block is taught by Neuroanatomy faculty, and not Dr. Stark, so unfortunately, you won’t have her modules to guide you anymore, but this will be your first experience dissecting here at DGSOM! Make sure you know the pathways very well – these are very highly tested, both in terms of the neuroanatomy and the conditions that result when certain pathways are injured. The midterm during this block is a great way to test how well you’ve been studying thus far in the block, and it is a great resource when studying for the block exam. Dr. Houser, one of your excellent block chairs, does a wonderful review session during the last week of class – be sure to attend, as she will emphasize the major concepts from the block that you need to be familiar with for the test!

- Neuroscience by Purves – This is an excellent textbook, but may be more than most students need. Still, if you prefer to study from a physical textbook, this is the one to get!

- The Human Brain in Photographs and Diagrams by Nolte – A good neuroanatomy atlas is key during this block, and this is the best!
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studying the pathways, it can be very helpful to make “blanks” of the spinal cord sections to trace the pathways.

- Clinical Neuroanatomy Made Ridiculously Simple by Stephen Goldberg – DGSOM students have found this “Ridiculously Simple” series to be very helpful during the pre-clinical curriculum, especially for blocks 5 (neuroanatomy) and 6 (microbiology).

BLOCK 6:
After an amazing and restful summer... you hit the ground running and are welcomed back to second year to the world of BUGS AND DRUGS. Most of the block covers bacteria, viruses, fungi, and parasites and the antibiotics used to treat them. This block has a lot of information, and repetition is key to memorizing everything. However, there are some resources that will make your studying a lot easier!

- Sketchy Micro and Sketchy Pharm are part of a video series developed by medical students at UCI and is now used throughout the nation for learning microbiology for the pre-clinical curriculum AND for USMLE Step 1. These videos go through everything you need to know about bugs and drugs and sum them up in a catchy cartoon. Sketchy Micro images have stuck with me all the way through my third year!

- Other great resources include Lippincott Microcards: Microbiology Flash Cards by Sanjiv Harpavat and Sahar Nissim and Clinical Microbiology Made Ridiculously Simple by Mark Gladwin and William Trattler

- The rest of the block covers hematology / oncology and dermatology. Pathoma, a video series used for USMLE Step 1 preparation, will be a key supplement to summarizing everything you learn in class.

BLOCK 7:
Block 7 is a review of neuro diseases and also dives into the world of psychiatry. We cover everything from schizophrenia to ADHD to personality disorders. In order to do well in this block, you must know the DSM criteria (# of symptoms exhibited, timeline) of how to diagnose every psychiatric condition discussed. Anti-psychotics and their side effects (neuroleptic malignant syndrome, serotonin syndrome, etc) as well as the effects and side effects of recreational drugs are quite high yield in this block. The First Aid chapter covering psychiatry is highly recommended, and your block chair, Dr. DeBonis, does an excellent job integrating lecture material with the First Aid chapter. Enjoy this block as the material is very interesting and is a bit lighter in terms of workload!

BLOCK 8:
This block is a repeat of the major concepts presented during Block 3 (endocrine, reproduction, GI) but has a larger emphasis on pathology rather than physiology. The block is divided over your winter break – you will cover endocrine and repro before the break and have final exam part 1. Then you will go enjoy your holidays and return for GI and final exam part 2. Your two Block Chairs do amazing reviews at the end of the block. If you use those reviews as
the foundation for your studying, you will do well! Pathoma is an important supplement during this block, and we recommend you watch the endocrine/repro/GI lectures along with your lectures.

BLOCK 9:
Congrats! You’ve reached the last block of the pre-clinical curriculum!! Block 9 covers cardiac, renal, and respiratory pathology. Block 9 is widely regarded as one of the students’ favorite blocks – they’ve definitely saved the best for last! Your wonderful block chairs, Dr. Jason Napolitano and Dr. Michael Sopher, do a great job of integrating PBL with simulation sessions and your didactic lectures to begin to get you in the USMLE Step 1 mindset and to get you ready for the wards as well. Again, Pathoma is a useful supplement to go along with your lectures, and we recommend you use First Aid alongside your lectures as well. Dr. Napolitano’s lectures in particular are excellent and do make sure you make it to the block 9 final review for a special treat (in addition to high yield review!).

Medical school is a big change from undergrad, and many people find that their study habits in college don’t work as well to learn the vast amount of information presented in the medical school courses. While the adjustment can be challenging, what makes it a lot more manageable is that it’s happening to almost everyone. At UCLA, you’ll learn to help and get help from your peers, which helps build you up as a collective team.

Beyond your classmates, though, there are many other resources available to you. DGSOM has a robust Tutoring program, where tutors from MS2-MS4 work with the Student Affairs team to provide guidance and support for everybody, from first year all the way through residency applications. Not only do second years share resources with the classes below to help give them a head start, but tutors run optional study sessions every week to help you test your understanding. So in case you found one week especially challenging, you can sign up for a session that week and review with an older student to help you understand. There are also review sessions every weekend open for anyone to stop by with questions, or just to listen in to how someone who’s been through that block approaches the material and studying for the exams.

And this isn’t just for the first years! When you get ready for clinical rotations, upperclassmen pass along advice about each rotation and clerkship site, how to study for the Shelf exams, even how to schedule vacations. Upperclassmen are
always passing down advice to the classes below them, but UCLA’s tutoring program adds continuity and provides a place you can go for help with any study-related question. Whether it’s what resources to use, how to manage your time, or how to break down a complicated topic, there is a wealth of people here to help you navigate through med school from start to finish!

Study Spots
Colleen O’Neil
IB/Anthro, University of California, Berkeley ’12
O’Neals, CA
Class of 2019

So you’re studying to be a doctor and your first question is: where am I supposed to study?! We’ve got you covered!

Geffen Hall Options (24/7 Access): Grab a PBL/Doctoring room when they are not being used for small groups. If you want to be fancy, you can even reserve rooms ahead of time!
1. Find a seminar room or classroom that is not in use and call it your own.
2. If you’re up for mixing socialization with your studying, you can spend your study time in the student lounge - just make sure you have a full charge on your computer first as outlets are limited.
3. There’s also tons of outdoor seating and outlets available at Geffen Hall for when you when to study and soak up some rays at the same time.

Libraries on Campus (the tried and true option for most of us):
1. Management Library- found inside the Business School, this lovely library has windows and comfortable chairs that will make studying all day less terrible
2. Law Library- on the NE corner of campus. This library is all things a library should be: large and open with plenty of tables and windows- even stacks if you need to study in sensory deprivation mode. The only con is that they allow a limited number of non-law students into the library at any one time and allow no outsiders during law school finals
3. Biomed Library: conveniently located in CHS. Can get crowded but usually one can find a space in the levels of stacks somewhere.
4. Graduate Reading Room: Located on the 3rd floor of BioMed Library in CHS. Bad news: the space can be a little dark and get crowded (it is shared with other health professional schools). Good news: It is quiet and has small rooms for group study if that is what you need.
5. Other libraries on campus: If you don’t mind sharing with the undergrads the Powell Library is beautiful and there are plenty of on campus options for you to explore.

If you are not into studying on campus and are looking for some café style options in the area here are a few suggestions:
1. ISO Fusion Café – Lots of tables and outlets and right here in Westwood
2. Starbucks, Peets, Espresso Profeta, Panera Bread: Hey don’t judge- lots of other places in Westwood try to limit a student’s ability to camp out all day. These places have tables, wifi, and some outlets
3. Hammer Museum: the Ammo, which is the restaurant/cafe at Hammer has outlets, free wifi, and an outdoor patio. Bonus: you can look at art during your study break.
4. If you are willing to take a drive (or live south) The Coffee Connection in Mar Vista has free parking, plenty of outlets, plenty of seating, and is mostly quiet. Try it, it’s gorgeous.

Advice: EXPLORE!! There are tons of amazing places to see both on and off campus. You will find your groove soon enough.

**Societies**

Tajah Tubbs
Human Biology, Stanford ’12
Moorpark, CA
Class of 2020

What are societies? Think Hogwarts houses with amazing Assistant Deans leading the way! The societies were designed to provide longitudinal mentorship and support for students, while adding in some class bonding and fun activities. At the beginning of first year, students are placed into a society under one of four deans: Dr. Napolitano, Dr. Lehman, Dr. Fitzgerald, or Dr. Middlekauff. During orientation there are several sessions dedicated to bonding with classmates in your society and meeting your society dean. You remain with your same society through all your years at DGSOM, providing the additional benefit of being able to reach out to upperclassmen with questions throughout your time at DGSOM. Each society also has ambassadors that are available to answer student questions and coordinate events throughout the year.

Your Assistant Dean is available for academic support, career advice, and any questions you may have. They are all excited to help students through the medical school journey and be a part of your growth into a physician so work with them throughout your time here! Each society also hosts several events throughout the year including a common book discussion during Block 1, holiday parties, hikes, afternoon tea, lunches, and dinners. All four societies compete for the Society Cup given to the society that participates in the most activities in the DGSOM family. Points are given for volunteering in free clinics, donating to food drives, participation in DGSOM day of service, winning March Madness brackets, playing in grad games, and much more!
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Behavioral Wellness Center

Dominic Nguyen
Environmental Science, UCLA ’13
Long Beach, CA
Class of 2018

As members of the medical profession we are responsible for taking care of other people, and often times we lose track of taking care of ourselves. The Behavioral Wellness Center (BWC) is an example of DGSOM’s commitment to ensuring students and other trainees are taken care of mentally. Medical school may be some of the most challenging years of your life and sometimes professional assistance is needed to appropriately navigate your way through. The BWC provides students with accessible mental health care by being centrally located in CHS with availabilities in the early morning, daytime, and evening. Additionally, the services are covered by insurance with co-pay being waived. If you are ever feeling overwhelmed, do not hesitate to contact the BWC and advocate for yourself in the same way you will advocate for your future patients.

- Phone: 310.825.9605
- Email: bwc@mednet.ucla.edu
- Website: http://medschool.ucla.edu/bwc

Research Opportunities

Alexander Yuen
Biological Sciences / Health Promotion and Disease Prevention Studies, USC ’15
Elk Grove, CA
Class of 2019

DGSOM features an amazing number of faculty with diverse research interests willing to take on medical students interested in basic, translational and clinical research. In fact, the most difficult part of finding research at UCLA isn’t actually finding it, but just navigating the number of options available to you. Dr. Linda Baum is the Associate Dean in charge of medical student research and scholarship, and she is an excellent resource for exploring the available opportunities should you have a specific interest in mind. Additionally, Assistant Deans of the societies are always willing to assist. Finally, all of the interest group leaders have completed their own research projects in all likelihood and have contacts for faculty involved in their respective specialty areas.

Every student is able to receive summer funding from a number of scholarships, including the Short Term Training Program (STTP), the Internal Medicine Chief’s fellowship, the Jim Slotnick Fellowship in Medicine at Saban...
Community Clinic, fellowships in psychiatry and biobehavioral sciences, Global Health STTP, and Family Medicine Summer Research fellowships. In addition to these funding opportunities, there are a number of external fellowships (e.g., HHMI, Sarnoff, Soros) for which medical students are eligible to apply.

During the summer between first and second year, students are encouraged to complete research projects and to present at the Josiah Brown Poster Fair, for which you may find abstracts listed here: http://sttp.healthsciences.ucla.edu/abstract/sttp-abstract-list. You may wish to refer to this list to find your own mentors based on topics of interest.

For students interested in pursuing careers more involved in academic medicine and research, the pathway in clinical and translational research offers opportunities to build skills in research design, biomathematics, ethics, grant writing, and communication of science.

**Student Organizations**

**Evan Shih**
Physiological Science, UCLA ’13
Irvine, CA
Class of 2017

**American Medical Association (AMA)**
AMA works to promote health policy education and activism on campus. Through educational conferences, leadership opportunities, and policy training, medical students learn to express their voice on current issues in medicine and impact local health issues. We strive to be medical students’ leading voice for improving medical education, leadership, advancing health care and advocating for the future of medicine.

**Addiction and Recovery Medicine Student Interest Group (ARM)**
The mission of ARM is: To support the health and dignity of persons and communities impacted by addiction; To promote evidence-based addiction education to medical students, physicians and other health trainees; and To strive to sustain every person’s right to health and welfare.

**American Medical Students Association (AMSA)**
The American Medical Student Association (AMSA) is a student-governed, national organization committed to representing and addressing the concerns of physicians-in-training. AMSA plays a role in transforming the lives of medical students and empowering them to take action and create change about issues surrounding them.
American Medical Women’s Association (AMWA)
The American Medical Women’s Association (AMWA) is a local, national, and international organization of over 10,000 students and physicians dedicated to empowering women to lead in the advancement of health for all. At UCLA, AMWA brings together the perspectives of medical students and faculty to advocate for improved health access, women’s health research, women’s health education, violence prevention, and increased medical education opportunities.

Anatomy Academy (AA)
Anatomy Academy is a student-run organization with a commitment to improve the health education of children living in the Westwood Salvation Army housing facility and in other local underserved communities. The primary focus of Anatomy Academy is to establish visits to teach youth at the Westwood Salvation Army housing facility and to create other opportunities for medical students to interact with other school-aged children with the purpose of providing relatable, fun and medically-related educational experiences for children.

Service Org Spotlight: Anatomy Academy
Emily Liang
Biology, Stanford ‘14
Sunnyvale, CA
Class of 2019

Volunteering with Anatomy Academy has been one of the highlights of my time at DGSOM. We didn't know each other very well before we became co-leaders, but since then we’ve formed a really special friendship and strengthened our teamwork and communication skills. Designing lessons together also allowed us to share ideas while engaging our creativity to build upon beloved activities from our own elementary and middle-school days. In addition, by opening the volunteer opportunities to the entire DGSOM community and partnering with other student organizations, we’ve been able to get to know our classmates and faculty. Most importantly, we've been able to give back to our local community. Witnessing a concept "click" in a child's mind or seeing their eyes sparkle with curiosity never gets old — it motivates us to not only continue to develop exciting lesson plans and to reach more children, but also to find excitement in our own studies. As one of our goals is to demystify the health sciences, we are delighted when the children tell us that they look forward to our lessons and are considering future careers as physicians, nurses, or scientists. We're looking forward to continuing our work with Anatomy Academy and hope that you will come out to volunteer with us!
Anesthesiology Interest Group (ASIG)
The Anesthesiology Interest Group is dedicated to introducing and educating medical students about the field of anesthesiology through a variety of meetings and activities, which serve to enhance clinical skills and foster interest in this fast paced, rapidly growing specialty.

Asian & Pacific Islander American Medical Student Association (APAMSA)
We aim to promote the health and well-being of Asian and Pacific Islander (API) communities; to bring awareness to API health disparities among our peers; to address issues of culturally-sensitive care; and to provide members with opportunities for mentorship with community-minded physicians. Through our multiple health fairs and cancer screening education project, members can gain experience in caring for limited English proficiency and/or uninsured individuals from different ethnic backgrounds.

Cardiology Interest Group (CIG)
We provide lunch talks about cardiology and help students get connected with faculty in the department of cardiology through shadowing opportunities.

Connecting Californians to Care (CCTC)
CCTC was started in 2013 with the mission of reducing inequities in access to care in underserved communities. CCTC achieves this goal through educating the uninsured about their healthcare options and enrolling clients into health plans under Covered California and Medi-Cal. CCTC aims to not only address gaps in health insurance enrollment, but empower community members to own their health and better utilize preventative care resources.

Christian Medical & Dental Associations (CMDA)
The Christian Medical and Dental Association is a nationwide organization that equips, encourages, and educates future physicians and dentists with the heart of Jesus and the Lord’s wisdom so they may be faithful witnesses and healers. We have weekly meetings including Bible studies, fellowship events, bioethics symposia and community outreach events. We provide resources to help you get plugged into a church community. We look forward to meeting you!

Dermatology Interest Group (DIG)
DIG is meant to inform the students about what the field of dermatology has to offer, through a variety of events including: resident roundtables, Q&A and informational talks regarding the field of dermatology as a whole and the various subspecialties within it. It aims to provide a way for medical students to identify faculty members that can be a potential mentor throughout their medical school career.
Doctors for America (DRAMER)
Doctors for America at DGSOM is a student chapter of the national organization whose goal is to place “patients over policy.” Here at DGSOM, DFA seeks to:
- *Generate* interest among doctors-in-training about the modern-day issues pertaining to the health of patients and healthcare in America
- *Contextualize* patients’ stories by providing the opportunity for doctors-in-training to go into the community and meet patients in their environment.
- *Collaborate* with other interest groups to engage in multi-disciplinary and collaborative health advocacy

Emergency Medicine Interest Group (EMIG)
The Emergency Medicine Interest Group (EMIG) is a student-run group with the purpose of introducing students to the field of Emergency Medicine. EMIG provides students with the usual informational lunch talks and shadowing opportunities, but it is unique in providing students with hands-on learning in several labs that take place over the school year (suturing, splinting, trauma skills).

ENT Surgery Interest Group (ENTIG)
The ENT IG’s goal is to provide students with an opportunity to explore Head and Neck surgery before a short rotation during third year surgery clerkships. Head and Neck Surgery is a unique and innovative field where doctors are not only surgeons, but also primary medical physicians for illnesses of the head and neck.

Family Medicine Interest Group (FMIG)
The mission of the Family Medicine Interest Group (FMIG) is to inform medical and pre-medical students about the unique philosophy of Family Medicine through education and mentorship. Throughout the year, we expose medical students to the various specialties and career opportunities available within family medicine through workshops, lunch talks, networking activities, regional and national conferences, and community service events.

Geriatric Medicine Interest Group (GMIG)
The Geriatrics Medicine Interest Group (GMIG) is the UCLA student chapter of the American Geriatric Society. Our collective goals are to ignite interest in geriatrics among medical students, to disseminate knowledge and increase awareness of the special issues and research work that address the health care problems of older people, and to provide community service that focuses on the wellness of the elderly.

Global Health Interest Group (GHIG)
The Global Health Interest Group (IHIG) serves to educate medical students about global health issues and provide opportunities for students to share
their experiences. GHIG talks allow students to gain a broader understanding of medicine and thus, a more complete medical education. The group also provides information and encouragement to those seeking to gain or expand on preexisting international experience.

**Health Beyond Bars (HBB)**
HBB aims to educate physicians on what factors lead to incarceration and how to improve health outcomes for these patients both while they are incarcerated and once they return to the community. We focus on three areas of intervention: Violence Prevention, Currently Incarcerated, and Re-entry.

**Infectious Disease Interest Group (IDIG)**
The Infectious Diseases Interest Group (IDIG) at UCLA aims to introduce medical students to the field of infectious diseases (ID). The goal of the group is to increase students’ awareness and to provide avenues for professional development and exploration in the field.

**Internal Medicine Interest Group (IMIG)**
The Internal Medicine Interest Group (IMIG) seeks to promote understanding of and to spark interest in the field of Internal Medicine through lunch talks, shadowing opportunities, and social gatherings. IMIG helps students learn more about the various Internal Medicine subspecialties and network with doctors in the field.

**Integrative Medicine Interest Group (INTMIG/IMSIG)**
The Integrative Medicine Student Interest Group aims to provide a forum for medical students to learn, challenge, explore, share, and experience Integrative Medicine through sponsorship of speakers, practical workshops, and discussions. Through community outreach, students will have the opportunity to educate the community at large while simultaneously exploring/developing a greater awareness of their own health, well-being, and role as a physician.

**Interventional Radiology Interest Group (IRIG)**
IRIG intends to introduce the specialty to incoming and current medical students and will be a conduit for students to become familiarized with IR faculty and vice versa. The group brings in IR physicians to teach and expose students to specific IR techniques, such as image-guided catheter placement.

**Jewish Medical Student Association (JMSA)**
The Jewish Medical Student Association (JMSA) provides a space for Jewish students to be part of a community, to meet and discuss their culture and values, and to relate their background and spirituality to the field of medicine.
Latino Medical Student Association (LMSA)
LMSA is dedicated to the development of a communication network for medical, pre-medical, and health care students interested in serving the medically underserved. We are also dedicated to collaborating with other organizations committed to the improvement of health care delivery for underserved communities.

Loyola Marymount UCLA Mentoring Partnership (LMUCLA)
The mission of LMUCLA Connection is to connect undergraduate students at Loyola Marymount University (LMU) with medical students from David Geffen School of Medicine (DGSOM) at UCLA and facilitate the development of mentorship relationships.

MedDreamers (MEDDREA)
Our mission is to collectively provide support for undocumented students affiliated with UCLA and CDU who are pursuing careers in health care.

Medical Education Interest Group (MedEd)
The mission of the Medical Education Interest Group is to educate and empower students who are interested in careers in medical education with the experience and skills to become exemplary clinician-educators, academic administrators, and visionary leaders in the medical field.

Medical Gay and Lesbian Organization (MedGLO)
MedGLO is a support network for UCLA medical students, residents and faculty who identify as gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, intersex, queer, asexual, two-spirit, questioning, and allies. Our mission is based on three pillars: Networking, Advocacy, and Service.

Medical Innovations Interest Group (MIIG)
MIIG aims to expose students to the roles of physicians and a medical education in the invention, development, and commercialization of new health care technologies. The group will utilize resources from across campus to introduce different clinical, scientific, legal, and economic perspectives on innovation.

Medical Student for Choice (MSFC)
As an internationally known non-profit with a successful track record for change, MSFC works to destigmatize abortion provision among medical students and residents and persuade medical schools and residency programs to include abortion as a part of the reproductive health services curriculum. We are working to make reproductive health care not only general knowledge amongst the medical community, but included in our standard medical training as medical students and future physicians.
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Mobile Clinic Project (MCP)
MCP aims to improve the health and quality of life of the homeless and other vulnerable populations in the greater Los Angeles area through direct medical care, health promotion and disease prevention activities, legal advocacy and referrals to health and social services. Clinics are held every Wednesday (in West Hollywood), every Friday (in Santa Monica), and every 1st – 4th Saturday (in Santa Monica) of the month, rain or shine and holidays.

Service Org Spotlight: Mobile Clinic Project
Damond Ng
Biochemistry, UCLA ‘13
San Francisco, CA
Class of 2020

I came to DGSOM with the goal of merging social justice with medicine. Serving as a medical coordinator of the Mobile Clinic Project at UCLA afforded me the privilege to do this and provide nonjudgmental care to clients no matter their gender, reed, housing situation, social class, or legal status. From taking medical histories while sitting on the sidewalk to lending a hand to people with chronic back or neck pain due to sleeping on the streets, I’ve learned that everyone is worthy of care. Beyond the textbooks and flashcards, service learning through student-run clinics allows medical students to meet people where they’re at and engage in our role as future healers in the community. The classroom outside Geffen Hall teaches you the social and environmental determinants of health that underserved populations face on a daily basis: food insecurity, violence, substandard or lack of housing, and mistrust of the medical establishment. Working alongside the medical student body and attendings, MCP served more than 1,100 clients this year on Wednesdays and Saturdays—rain or shine—and provided a step forward to building trust and linking the disenfranchised to care.

Medicine-Pediatrics Interest Group (MPIG)
The purpose of MPIG is to provide guidance, support, and information for the growing number of students interested in a combined Internal Medicine-Pediatrics residency. MPIG provides students with the opportunity to learn more about career options in this field and allows them to make connections with current Med-Peds residents and physicians at UCLA by hosting lunch talks, networking events, and mentorship opportunities.

Neurosurgery Interest Group (NSIG)
The mission of NSIG is to galvanize interest among the students to pursue such a unique career. To offer a companion group to the larger Surgery Interest Group in the medical center.
Nutritional Advising and Counseling Interest Group (NACIG)
NACIG will equip medical students with the knowledge and skills to counsel patients with a variety of nutritional concerns, taking into account their socio-economic status, age and other determinants. The focus is to not only teach students about nutrition and related chronic disorders but to help them apply the skills that they have learned in practical situations.

Obstetrics and Gynecology Interest Group (OBIG)
OBIG is open to anyone interested in becoming familiar with the field of Obstetrics and Gynecology and in Women’s Health. We offer research and shadowing opportunities as well as resources to educate and support students who are interested in the field by sponsoring lectures/panels on topics ranging from the current lifestyle of physicians practicing Obstetrics to the various subspecialties available in both Obstetrics and Gynecology.

Ophthalmology Interest Group (OIG)
The Ophthalmology Interest Group (OIG) is a career specialty interest group that is devoted to increasing medical student awareness, exposure and interest in the field of ophthalmology.

Oncology Interest Group (OncIG)
The OncIG provides first and second year medical students with a route to knowledge about the oncological specialties, and it represents a unique opportunity to enter the fascinating world of cancer and its treatment earlier in students’ careers than otherwise possible.

Orthopaedic Surgery Interest Group (OSIG)
The Orthopaedic Surgery Interest Group (OSIG) at UCLA is designed for dents who are interested in learning more about a career in orthopaedics. Throughout the year the group will provide opportunities for students interested in orthopaedics to get involved with faculty through shadowing, research experiences, lunch talks, and workshops, highlights various aspects of the field.

Operation Mend (OMMSO)
Operation Mend is a unique partnership between UCLA, Brooke Army Medical Center in San Antonio, Texas, and the VA Healthcare System. It was established in 2007 to help treat U.S. military personnel wounded during service in Iraq and Afghanistan. The Operation Mend Medical Student Organization is involved in community service, education, and leadership, and gives students

Partnership 4 Progress (P4P)
P4P has afforded medical students the opportunity to become mentors to high school students from disadvantaged backgrounds. P4P’s goal is to provide guidance and direction for underserved and underrepresented youths from King/Drew Medical Magnet High School interested in pursuing a career in the medical field.
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**Pathology Interest Group (PATHIG)**
Our purpose is to expand awareness and interest among students about the field of pathology as well as gain exposure to what a career in pathology entails. This organization also encourages students to consider pathology as a career, and allows interested students to make contacts with faculty and residents.

**Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation Interest Group (PMR)**
PM&RIG is dedicated to the education of future physicians about the PM&R specialty and its function within the healthcare system. PM&R Physicians serve in the diagnosis and treatment of musculoskeletal conditions, including sports injuries, pain, and spinal cord injuries. The PM&RIG provides volunteering and leadership opportunities for medical students.

**Pediatric Interest Group (PIG)**
The Pediatric Interest Group (PIG) strives to educate medical students about the vast field of pediatrics by promoting student exploration of pediatrics and its subspecialties, providing opportunities for career guidance, and encouraging awareness of issues pertaining to children and their families. With these goals in mind, PIG hopes to encourage and inspire pursuit of a career in pediatrics.

**Psychiatry Interest Group (PSYIG)**
The mission of the Psychiatry Student Interest Group is to help medical students at UCLA DGSOM explore and learn more about the field of psychiatry in general and as a career path, find mentors, help in the community, find research opportunities, and develop leadership skills.

**Plastic & Reconstructive Surgery Interest Group (PRSIG)**
PRSIG aims to provide the students of David Geffen School of Medicine an opportunity to further their education and mentorship within the field of plastic and reconstructive surgery. Exposure to this surgical subspecialty will allow students to participate in the vast spectrum of opportunities that lie within the field including clinical experience, global health, and research.

**Project HEAL (HEAL)**
Project HEAL is associated with Esteban E Torres High School in East Los Angeles. Medical students within the organization teach health related lessons to biology students twice a month and organize an annual health fair with collaboration from UCLA undergraduates and UCLA public health students. Our goal is to teach students at Esteban Torres High School how to address common health issues and become stewards of health for their communities.
Recovering Medical Equipment for the Needs of Everyone Worldwide (RENEW)
RENEW is a student-run organization that reduces medical waste by collecting discarded and expired medical supplies from the Ronald Reagan Medical Center and distributing them to UCLA faculty, staff, and students providing medical care in developing countries around the world.

Radiology Interest Group (RIG)
Radiology and imaging are vital components of almost all fields of medicine and this field is rapidly expanding. The goals of the Radiology Interest Group are to introduce medical students to this exciting career path, including the different fellowships, research opportunities, training and lifestyles. Events for the year will include lunch talks, informal meetings with Radiologists and Radiology residents, and shadowing opportunities.

Sex and Cookies (SEXC)
Sex and Cookies is a program run by medical, public health and social work students at UCLA that aims to foster open, supportive, and sex-positive discussions about sexuality and sexual health with undergraduate residents. With the goal of improving their sexual well-being, Sex and Cookies allows students to reflect on a range of topics (from consent to sexual orientation) while also empowering resident assistants and facilitating graduate students to serve as leaders and role models.

Sports Medicine Interest Group (SMIG)
SMIG aims to integrate the multidisciplinary approaches of training, research, and clinical practice involved with exercise science and sports medicine. The goal is to provide a more holistic perspective of the field by incorporating all relevant disciplines and medical expertise through working with student athletes, physician panels, and research and shadowing opportunities. various surgical specialties through clinical and research experiences.

Student Interest Group in Neurology (SIGN)
The Student Interest Group in Neurology (SIGN) offers students an opportunity to explore the vast field of neurology through lunch lectures, after-hours mixers with neurology faculty, shadowing opportunities and more.

Student National Medical Association (SNMA)
Student National Medical Association (SNMA) is the nation’s oldest and largest student organization focused on the needs and concerns of medical students of color. SNMA is committed to supporting current and future

Student Run Homeless Clinic (SRHC)
The SRHC mission is to provide respectful, compassionate, and high quality healthcare services to homeless adults, children and families living in the Greater Los Angeles area. These disadvantaged individuals benefit by
receiving free medical care from UCLA medical students. We are one of the oldest student-run free clinics in the country and are members of the recently formed Society of Student Run Free Clinics.

Service Org Spotlight: SRHC
Andrew Campion
Neurobiology Physiology and Behavior, UC Davis ’11
Danville, CA
Class of 2018

Reflecting on my past four years spent in the SRHC, what started as a simple desire to provide medical care to the underserved has led to a stronger appreciation for the daily trials and tribulations faced by so many who seek medical aid. That enlightenment has been just as valuable as the education that I received in the classroom and on the wards, because patients are never as simple as the illness that they present with. They bring all of their burdens, medical and non-medical, to the physician’s doorstep, and effective patient care necessitates acknowledgement and assessment of the whole picture.

My time volunteering with SRHC initially highlighted that fact and eventually allowed me to hone my skills in those non-medical aspects of patient care that are so often overlooked. Considering issues such as if the patient can afford to refill the medication that we prescribe, if they are able to to follow-up with a physician in the future, or even has the means to change a wound dressing, means the difference between whether or not a patient theoretically will get better or actually will. My years with SRHC have made me a stronger future physician by forcing me to consider all of these issues, regardless of their medical relevance.

Students for a National Health Program (SNaHP)
Physicians for a National Health Program (PNHP) advocates for universal, quality, comprehensive single-payer national health insurance. The mission of SNaHP at UCLA is to educate physicians, other health workers, students, and the general public on the need for a comprehensive, high-quality, publicly-funded health care program, equitably-accessible to all residents of the United States.

Surgery Interest Group (SIG)
The mission of Surgery Interest Group is to educate medical students about a career in the field of general surgery and its various sub-specialties: in terms of the requirements for residency and fellowships, as well as research choices within this career. We also aim to galvanize interest among students to pursue
Therapeutic Arts Interest Group (TherArts)
The mission of the TAG at DGSOM is to amplify the innate social-emotional benefits of the arts for wellness and healing through a volunteer program and educational events. In partnership with UCLArts & Healing, students will learn the best practices established by the UCLArts and Healing Social Emotional Arts (SEA) Certificate Program.

Ultrasound Interest Group (USIG)
The goal of the Ultrasound Interest Group (USIG) is to provide opportunities for medical students to receive a more expansive education in ultrasound which they can use in their clerkships and careers. Ultrasound is a non-invasive, low cost imaging technique that has a high diagnostic power for many common conditions. As medicine continues to advance towards less invasive and more powerful modalities, we want to ensure that UCLA students will be at the forefront of that movement.

Urology Interest Group (UIG)
UIG is designed to expose medical students to the evolving and diverse field of Urology. While classified as a surgical specialty, Urology is unique because clinical problems encountered by physicians often involve a multidisciplinary approach to treatment integrating knowledge from internal medicine, pediatrics, gynecology and other fields. UIG specifically aims to medical students to a field that is underrepresented in the pre-clinical years of medical education at DGSOM.

Wilderness Medicine Interest Group (Wilde)
Our group aims to increase awareness and opportunities in the subfield of Wilderness Medicine, which includes understanding the pathophysiology, diagnosis, and prevention of illness and injuries in areas such as diving and hyperbaric, tropical and travel, and high-altitude environments, including improvisation and application in remote, wilderness settings. We aim to cultivate interest in this field through lecture talks and interactive workshops with physicians and residents with particular interest in wilderness medicine.

Women in Surgery Interest Group (WISIG)
The David Geffen School of Medicine’s Women in Surgery Interest Group (WISIG) is a student-run organization with a commitment to support the professional and personal needs of aspiring female surgeons. WISIG was created to address the increasing interest in surgical careers by female medical students and to enhance the exposure of UCLA’s medical students with active female surgeons within the UCLA community.
The UCLA Beat is a journal of art and literature which features work by members of the UCLA health sciences community. It was initiated by medical students in 1998 with the goal of establishing an enduring medium for literary and artistic expression. The UCLA Beat is published annually, and shared interdepartmentally with faculty, students, staff, patients, and other universities.

The Big Sib Little Sib program is a peer based mentorship program aiming to promote relationships amongst the medical school classes. Students are matched into peer families upon signing into the program. Each family consists of one or two medical students from each class (MSI-MSIV). Families provide resources for advice from the medical student perspective, ranging from academics to healthy living. Many families get together for lunch, go on hikes, explore Los Angeles, and share texts/medical resources. The BSLS program is a new program at UCLA with growing interest each year. We encourage your involvement and look forward to meeting you!

The GeffeNotes are UCLA’s medical student a cappella group. We are co-ed, and we perform wide genres of music. So if you like to sing, come check us out!

The Health Care Symposium is an annual event organized entirely by David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA medical students to bring students, faculty, staff, community members and health care leaders and practitioners together to examine current issues in health care. Each year’s Board of Student Directors identifies a topic of interest and organizes the Symposium and its program of events.

This annual conference is planned in collaboration by MS2s from the David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA, the Keck School of Medicine of USC, and the Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and Science. The goals of the conference are to educate participants on minority health disparities and culturally sensitive care; to highlight current issues in minority health; and to inspire community change by advancing social justice in the diverse communities of Southern California.
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Student Org Spotlight:
Organization of Student Representatives (OSR)
John Cabri
Biology / Psychology, Santa Clara University ‘14
San Jose, CA
Class of 2020

The OSR Representatives serve as DGSOM’s student representatives to the AAMC. We participate in local, regional, and national meetings and conferences to talk to students from medical schools across the country about how to improve the experiences and outcomes of medical education. We share DGSOM’s innovations and bring back great ideas from other institutions to implement here. Past projects include starting the DGSOM Chapter of the Gold Humanism Honor Society and improving the admissions experience. We are currently working on improving wellness and reducing burnout, as well as reinvigorating the preclinical curriculum.

Medical Student Council (MSC)
Casey Pagan
Physiological Sciences, Cal Poly SLO ‘12
Morgan Hill, CA
Class of 2019

The Medical Student Council (MSC) is formed by elected representatives from each class including Presidents, Vice Presidents, MSC Representatives, Treasurers, Secretaries, and specific representatives for specialized roles. The grand MSC meets monthly to discuss policy, student concerns, curricular and non-curricular issues, budget allocation, and approval of student interest groups.

In addition to representing the respective classes, the MSC acts as a liaison to the administration for any and all issues which may arise or to facilitate ideas students or the administration would like to implement. The council also contains a myriad of positions which foster student growth, well-being and networking through our Professionalism, Well-Being, Student Alumni, and Graduate Student Association representatives. Each class’ respective MSC may meet more frequently, especially when planning events such as the Talent Show, Winter Formal (yup, medical schools have Prom too!), or the Ceremony of Thanks (more on this later).
Each class year at DGSOM elects 2 students as Graduate Student Association Representatives, making for a total of 8 GSA Representatives for DGSOM. These GSA Reps act as liaisons between the medical school community and the rest of the UCLA graduate community at monthly meetings. The GSA discusses important matters that pertain to all graduate students at UCLA such as tuition and housing fees, social events, and services such as parking and free printing. It is the responsibility of the medical school GSA Representatives to relay pertinent information to the rest of the DGSOM community in order to facilitate a more cohesive graduate student body. The first year GSA Representatives also help plan the annual Grad Games tournament.

At David Geffen School of Medicine, we know the importance of balancing life both in and out of medical school. Here, we appreciate the diversity of our amazing student body and work to encourage each student to keep sight of their identity and passions as individuals. As well being coordinators, we aim to support the physical, mental, and emotional well being of the student body. To that aim, we host monthly recurring events such as well being Wednesdays, yoga and zumba classes, drop-in meditation, partners in medicine events, and pet therapy. In addition, we offer sessions promoting mindfulness, self-care, and resilience. Many of the larger events focus on encouraging students to relax and enjoy the wonderful opportunities that being in Los Angeles has afforded. In the past few years, we have planned beach days, paint nights, cooking classes, and much more!

Annual All-School Ice Skating Event:
The medical student council sponsors an ice skating holiday party at ICE Santa Monica. Students enjoy free admission, skate rentals, hot chocolate, and
cookies from the famous Diddy Riese Cookies. Guests and significant others are welcome. It is always an icy blast at the rink!

**PERSPECTIVE: What was one of your favorite well being events?**

Megan: When I was a MS2 my class made “good luck notes” with tips for medical school success for the MS1 students prior to their first medical school exam. At DGSOM there is interclass support and mentorship.

Monica: After taking boards and before starting MS3, well being hosted a free taco night which was a great celebration and way to unwind before a busy year ahead! In addition, some of our favorite faculty and SAO staff attended, which was great forum to get advice about the upcoming year.

**MS1 Events: Block Party, Talent Show, Ceremony of Thanks**

**Sarah Young**

Health Promotion and Disease Prevention, USC ‘08
Sacramento, CA
Class of 2014

**Block Party**

You’ve just studied for eight to twelve weeks learning new material, so what’s the best way to celebrate? That’s right with your class at Block Party! Block Parties occur the last day of Block Exams, which is usually a Wednesday, and are held at local LA hot spots including Santa Monica, West LA, and Hollywood. Often, the class MSC will organize transportation with a bus or taxis are readily available. The location changes after every exam, and these create some of the best memories from medical school!

**Talent Show**

Yes, we study, but we have other talents besides that – and let’s put it on show for all to see! The All-School Talent Show is an annual event led by the first year class with participation from all classes, and often from faculty. This event occurs in the spring, usually during mid-March, and is one of the most anticipated events of the year. From dance to sing to class videos – even to marriage proposals – the DGSOM Talent Show has seen it all and is one of the most fun events of the year!

**Ceremony of Thanks**

Learning takes a whole new meaning in anatomy, where are educators are people who have donated their bodies to science. The Ceremony of Thanks is an annual event held in the spring where we honor the people and their families who have enhanced our education through the study of anatomy. At this meaningful and profound event, faculty and students share reflections, families meet students in person, and the community comes together in appreciation and grace.
MS2 Events:
2nd Year Banquet
Believe it or not, by the end of the second year of medical school, you will have been a student in a classroom for almost twenty years – and by the end of it you are ready for the real deal of medicine – third year clinical rotations! The 2nd Year Banquet is an annual event held in the spring celebrating the culmination of the pre-clinical years of medical school. At this formal dinner, accompanied by significant others and faculty, top educators are honored with Golden Apple Teaching Awards and classmates are honored with class-voted “most-likely to.” After the formal portion of the evening, the celebration begins with a photo-booth and DJ! Serving as our last all-class event before third year, 2nd Year Banquet is a special night full of memories and class comradery.

Housing
Ivana Jankovic
Cell & Molecular Biology and Spanish, Univ. of Michigan ’10
Birmingham, MI
MD/PhD

Weyburn Terrace: I strongly recommend living here your first year. Yes, it’s expensive, and, as a non-LA native, the idea of paying for a tandem parking spot— or even the existence of tandem parking spots— still baffles me, but in terms of convenience, Weyburn can’t be beat. It will take you ~20 minutes to walk to 8am PBL, depending on traffic lights, but it will only take you ~20 seconds to walk down the hall to watch an episode of The Wire with your new classmates. Most MS1s live here, buses to block parties leave from here, and the BBQ pits are a great place to socialize. The apartments are actually quite nice (they clean and repaint them between tenants) and maintenance is efficient. You will also have opportunities to meet/live with grad students in other programs.

Off-campus: I moved to a privately-owned residence in my second year, as many med students do. It was nice to live in another part of LA and I liked having actual keys instead of keycards (less of a dorm-y feeling). The place I lived also had a yard and allowed pets. Benefits to living outside of UCLA housing include cheaper rents, more choices (apartment, house, dog-friendly, etc), and the possibility of living closer to the beach/ 3rd year rotation sites. Negatives include having to drive or bus to campus (especially if you want cheaper rent), living far from friends (more cabbing), and the risk of less reliable or abusive landlords. Westside Rentals, PadMapper, and Craigslist are good resources for your housing search. I advise against crossing the 405 for traffic reasons.
**UCLA grad student apartments:** UCLA has several housing options in Palms/Venice for graduate students, including married students and students with kids. Benefits to off-campus apartments include subsidized housing (!), free parking, efficient maintenance, and paying rent with credit cards (=airline miles). Cable and internet are included in rent, and some buildings have a shuttle to campus. The apartments are not as new as Weyburn, but maintenance is very friendly and responsive. Unlike Weyburn, tenants are responsible for finding new roommates when one moves out, and it can be difficult to find an opening because the apartments are passed down roommate to roommate. Also, you’re back to keycards. But, the apartments are fairly nice- and cheap- and thus remains popular.

**Transportation**
Bo Espinosa-Setchko
History and French, Scripps College ‘02
Richmond, CA
Class of 2014

“Nobody walks in LA...” Sure, that is how the song goes, but take it from someone who made it without a car for the first two years of medical school – you absolutely can bike, roller blade, bus, metro, and heck, even WALK in LA, and surprisingly more easily than you might think. Here are a few pointers on how to get around in Los Angeles without a car. I hope you find it helpful and safe travels!!

**BIKING**
Los Angeles streets are not as friendly as say, Davis, California where the bikes rule and cars drool, but many students including myself have found that biking can be a safe and fun way to get to and from class. In fact, the League of American Bicyclists named UCLA in the top twenty bicycle friendly universities in the country. Westwood is relatively safe, but don’t forget a good lock, helmet, and lights for night riding. If you need to buy a bike, there are multiple bike shops in the area, and consider buying a bike on craigslist, or wait for the annual UCLA Bike (Re)Cycling Day in October where all of the impounded bikes are available free of charge – first come first serve. ([http://map.ais.ucla.edu/go/1005079](http://map.ais.ucla.edu/go/1005079)).

Other local resources:

**Helen’s Cycles**
1071 Gayley Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90024

**UCLA Bike Shop**
2131 John Wooden Center
Los Angeles, CA 90095
(310) 206-7219
bikecenter@recreation.ucla.edu
PUBLIC TRANSIT (more information at UCLA transportation website)

#Santa Monica Blue Bus
BruinGo Flash Pass - allows you to ride any bus on either of these networks for an entire academic quarter for the low cost of $33. Student ID alone - Swipe UCLA student ID during academic year and bus is $0.50 (half off).

#Metro LACMTA (Los Angeles Metropolitan Transportation Authority)- Best way to figure out how to get wear you need to go is via Google maps using public transportation setting.
Go Metro Pass & TAP card- $50-$54 for unlimited rides on all Metro buses and trains for a quarter at a time (bus fare is $1.50 each ride).

AIRPORT TRANSPORT

CAR without a CAR
Zipcar- there are parking spots in Los Angeles, but if you need a car for something more than picking up your groceries, consider renting a car. If you are over 25 years old, renting a car is actually relatively inexpensive and very convenient

CARS
Finally, when and if you decide you need a car (aka you will need one for third year if not sooner). The University Credit Union offers loans and assistance in car shopping.

As much as I enjoy dining out at all the great restaurants and cafes in Westwood, unfortunately this kind of lifestyle is just not possible on a student budget. So I really recommend getting familiar with your neighborhood grocery stores and getting some cooking lessons/easy recipes for the next few years. Here are some of the grocery stores in the area:

Trader Joe’s: Best place to buy dairy, frozen food, snacks and sometimes produce. They also have a great wine and cheese selection, so a good place to shop for a get-together. Best of all, parking is easy and convenient. It’s also
located right across the street from Rite Aid and Target (City), so you can potentially do your entire household shopping in one stop.

**Whole Foods:** Not the most affordable place for produce and daily essentials, but they have a great salad bar and hot food bar serving a variety of food almost all day. They have breakfast items out until 10am and finish serving dinner about an hour before closing. The food bar is great and usually has a number of vegetarian options as well. They also have a sandwich section and sell sushi prepared fresh daily. It’s a great place to grab a quick and semi-gourmet bite before class or before heading over to the library for the day.

**Ralphs:** I would say this is one of the larger Ralphs in the area. The store is very clean and well-stocked. This is where I do most of my shopping since it’s the most affordable of all the stores in Westwood. The best thing about it is I can go grocery shopping literally any time of day or night, since they’re open 24/7! Parking is super easy and the place never gets too busy. The new self-checkout section which was added about a year ago has been a great feature. This Ralph’s also has a small Coffee Bean and Tea Leaf in the store on the Le Conte side, closest to CHS, which is awesome. This is the perfect place to grab a cup of coffee and pastry before class, or buy food for your PBL sessions.

---

**Dry Cleaning and Tailoring**

Sarah Young  
Health Promotion and Disease Prevention, USC ’08  
Sacramento, CA  
Class of 2014

As an MS1 and MS2, you are sure to find that you need your business casual attire pressed and ready to go for Doctoring, and then as an MS3 you will be wearing business casual almost every day, so read on! There are multiple dry cleaning locations in Westwood and along Westwood Blvd and Wilshire, and believe me I have tried them all, but here’s the inside scoop for the best prices and quality – because your clothes are worth it!

**London Cleaners, 1073 Gayley Ave.**
If you are looking for something within walking distance from Weyburn, this is your place. About five minute walk from Weyburn, this place offers fast service and is open Monday through Saturday. They often have coupons on the back of your Ralph’s receipt and they give a UCLA discount. However, while their service is speedy, some of that speed compromises quality. For basic dress shirts and pants, I’d give it the a-okay, but if you have an intricate beaded dress or blouse, steer clear.

**Sterling Fine Dry Cleaners, 1600 Westwood Blvd**
Visible from Westwood Blvd and a 20-30 minute walk from Weyburn or short
car ride. Pluses – open Sunday, good turn around, and the best spot-cleaning. Minuses – costs a pretty penny! Be careful because I brought a ton of clothes here the first time and was overwhelmed with the price. I’d go here in a pinch.

United Plus Cleaners, 1786 Westwood Blvd
Visible from Westwood Blvd and a 30 minute walk from Weyburn or short car ride, however, totally worth your time and money! So far this is the best place for cleaning in Westwood period. Excellent prices, quick turn-around, very friendly staff. No UCLA discount, but you don’t need it. I’ve been taking my clothes here since the beginning of third year (and during third year this can become a bi-weekly trip), so know you can come here for good service and good price.

Jenny’s Alterations, 1722 Westwood Blvd
The best seamstress around without breaking the bank. When I had to purchase dress pants for third year, I took all of them to her. She had me try on each pair with my dress shoes and pinned them individually to make sure they were the perfect length. I paid about $10 per pair. She is professional, timely, and provides an excellent service for both men and women. I’ve continued to see Jenny with new business casual clothes and she always delivers the perfect product.

Medical and Dental Care
Ahh yes, health care for the health care professionals – very important! Depending upon your age, you may be able to be covered under your parents insurance, but once you turn the big 26, it’s time for you to insure yourself – do not fear UCLA has you covered. As part of your semester fees, you have the option to waive or accept UCSHIP, which is UCLA’s medical and dental insurance plans. Please visit www.studenthealth.ucla.edu for more information about UCSHIP. Below is some information about the medical and dental services at UCLA and in the Westwood region.

Medical Care
The UCLA Arthur Ashe Center is the medical home for UCLA medical students. Each student is assigned a Primary Care Provider for any need. Ashe offers immunizations and lab work, in addition to optometry and pharmacy services. Appointments are made online. Please visit www.studenthealth.ucla.edu for more information. Of course, Ronald Reagan Medical Center is across the street, and if your insurance allows, you can see the many world-class specialists right across the street.
Dental Care
Depending upon your insurance, you will have many providers to choose from. West Los Angeles is filled with great dentists and dental specialists, so check your insurance to see where you can receive service first. From first-hand experience Dr. Mary Jo Frazier, located at 2428 Santa Monica Blvd, Santa Monica CA 90494, (310) 453-4488, is the best dentist and also a parent of a UCLA medical student and resident. She always asks me about school and is very understanding about scheduling appointments with our schedule. Dr. Frazier is professional, kind, and keeps my teeth shining bright!
UCLA Traditions

Jason Scapa
Molecular, Cell, and Developmental Biology, UCLA ’11
Orange County, CA
Class of 2015

UCLA is home to one of the premiere athletics tradition in the history of college sports. The UCLA Bruins boasts 108 NCAA National Championships (and still counting) in 17 sports, the most of any university in the country. All of our athletics team, from men’s basketball to women’s gymnastics consistently compete at the highest level year in and year out. Famous UCLA Bruins include Jackie Robinson (baseball), Troy Aikman (football), Russell Westbrook (men’s basketball), Sue Enquist (softball), Lauren Chaney (women’s soccer), and Cobi Jones (men’s soccer). Our success is embodied by teachings of John Wooden, legendary UCLA basketball coach from 1948-1975, whose spirit is prominent throughout campus. Wooden helped make UCLA men’s basketball the most historic basketball program in college athletics, winning 10 NCAA basketball championships in his final 12 seasons, with iconic players like Bill Walton, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, and Walt Hazzard.

Today, UCLA gym sports take place in recently renovated Pauley Pavilion, the mecca of college athletics. For football fans, UCLA plays at the Grand Daddy of the All, the Rose Bowl of Pasadena, under former NFL coach, Jim Mora Jr. Gameday cheers include the famous “8 Clap” and our fight songs comprise of “Sons of Westwood” and “We are the Mighty Bruins” along with our Alma Mater, “Hail to the Hills of Westwood”. Our school colors are True Blue and Gold. And of course all Bruin Fans loathe for our hated cross-town rivals, USC, but that’s a given.

UCLA Fight! Fight! Fight!
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Boards, Wards, and Beyond
You will do well on Step 1! It’s a marathon that requires discipline and dedication, but it consolidates your learning and can be fun! Take advantage of the free time to focus on just one thing; keep the time sacred and take a temporary hiatus from other projects and let your family and friends know what you’re up to. Remember that they have your back and support you!

There are several great resources that are commonly used: UWorld question bank, First Aid, Pathoma and Sketchy Medical videos are heavy hitters. People also like Goljan audio for car rides and exercising, Firecracker for review, and “Doctors in Training” or Kaplan videos for that “being taught” feeling. On the flip side, don’t overload yourself with resources – have one base (usually First Aid) and annotate it with information from other sources.

Start early! Even before the dedicated study period, start chipping away at UWorld questions, becoming familiar with First Aid, and getting through Pathoma. At first, most people are surprised by how long a UWorld block takes, but keep in mind it speeds up with practice. Make a schedule – even if you don’t stick to it, it will help you visualize what you need to accomplish and provide a systematic approach. I annotated First Aid with explanations of questions from UWorld and then review those. Spend time on the questions you get right and wrong – those explanations are golden! On that note, it is also helpful to hit topics in the book twice – especially pharmacology, immunology and the high-yield organ systems (cardiovascular, pulmonary, GI). Start reviewing Pharm frequently and early.

In terms of practice exams, the NMBEs can be frustrating as the answers are not available an can be a time-sink to Google. I would say take ~2 NMBEs to understand how questions are asked, but don’t get disheartened by your score, especially earlier on in the dedicated study period. I felt the UWorld assessments were more helpful and closer to the real Step 1 exam. You can also schedule a practice test at your center to quell any anxiety about the environment!

Lastly, take care of yourself! Exercise, eat healthy, SLEEP enough (it is the time to load up!) and spend time with friends and family.
Kinda Preachy Advice
While I'd like to believe the advice to follow MAY help some of you, I'd first like to start by sharing something I'm confident WILL guide everyone who reads this section. I would contend that attending to your own wellbeing and happiness is the single most important, and conveniently, most high-yield way to ensure a successful 3rd year. In talking with my friends and classmates, in conversations with my residents, and through reflections on my own performance, I have determined that an invigorated spirit and rested mind are central to facing and conquering the challenges of 3rd year. I've found that one can't deliver their true value and substance when, at every opportunity, they've forsaken all the things that make them great. So, I admonish everyone reading this section to maintain or cultivate the things that recharge you as an individual. Worst case scenario, your residents confuse your excitement over your upcoming FIFA tournament with the most recent surgical conference. After which, you can chose to work on these and the other (thousands) of strategy guides, cheat sheets, tips n tricks, etc. to help you "get through" the 3rd year.

Medicine Rotations
Success in the 3rd year, in general, is centered around your ability to demonstrate your commitment to both learning and working on a team. Staying prepared to answer disease-specific questions about your patient and their overall health tends to satisfy the former on the various medicine rotations (neurology, internal medicine, ambulatory medicine, etc). The latter component is often highlighted when you extend certain courtesies to your interns and residents. Some examples of these courtesies include: discussing your assessment and plan with your team prior to presenting to your attending, getting numbers on your patients in the morning, printing out the list for your team, and researching or presenting on relevant topics that declare themselves while taking care of patients. In the morning on Internal Medicine, it is very important to take inventory of what happened to your patient after you left the hospital. The process of finding these details is called pre-rounding and ideally ends with you physically seeing the patient prior to rounding with your residents (this is often the expectation). Some important aspects of your morning pre-rounding should include: getting all relevant information that was signed out on your patient overnight, taking note of the patient vitals (including ranges), following up on any labs, imaging, or special studies that have resulted (drug levels, culture results, etc.), and reading the most recent notes from other teams that have consulted on your patient. It is
often helpful to specifically look at the most current assessments and plans at the end of each note to ensure you are following up on important aspects of patient care. There is nothing wrong with keeping a checklist or list of to-do's to keep track of items that need to be addressed throughout the day (wish I learned that early).

**Surgery Rotations**

Initiative goes a long way. I have found that many residents and interns appreciate students who don’t shy away from taking ownership and taking on more responsibility. People are acutely aware of those individuals who have a genuine interest in what they’re doing. So I deeply encourage anyone who’s on a surgical rotation, despite their residency persuasion, to underscore or cultivate an interest in anything that makes you excited to go to work. Not only does that positive energy help keep the work environment light, but the people who are tuned into your enthusiasm will often find ways to make your time on their service as fulfilling as possible. Because many of the surgical services are so different, I can only give a few tips and tricks that are readily generalizable. If you’re interested in OR work, get very comfortable with suturing and tying knots. I would recommend learning how to both instrument-tie and hand-tie, because you will likely be called upon to use both at some point. Oftentimes, scrub techs and OR nurses are more than happy to give you spare suture to practice! Additionally, tell your residents beforehand if you have an interest in performing or learning more about procedures. Many residents are open to teaching and even supervising procedures if you demonstrate interest, especially if you’ve gone so far as to learn aspects of the procedure through the litany of online resources (NEJM has a great video on lumbar punctures). Lastly, try your best to show up to an OR case knowing a basic history of the patient: how they presented, how they were diagnosed, what the indication(s) for the procedure is(are), and what to expect post-operatively. Understand that there will be times when that is not possible. Thankfully, my experience is that attending physicians have a tendency to only remember the right answers you give to their questions : P

**Clerkship Profiles**

Alice Sherman-Brown
Global Studies, UC Riverside, ‘14
Stockport, England
Class of 2018

Although clerkships will vary slightly by site, below is a general overview of what to expect during third year. Regardless of site, third year is an amazing opportunity where you explore every specialty and learn to work on a patient care team, while perfecting your LA navigation and caffeine-fueled clinical skills.
Surgery – 12 weeks
Along with internal medicine, surgery is one of the busier clerkships because it is inpatient focused. The clerkship is separated into 6 “general” surgery weeks and 6 “specialty” surgery weeks, including services from anesthesiology to urology. You will get one day off per week for most rotations. A typical day starts before 6am, beginning with quick patient rounds and the remainder of the day in the operating room. In the OR you will develop your suturing skills, your anatomy knowledge, and your shoulders will be more toned than ever before.

Obstetrics and Gynecology – 6 weeks
The Ob/Gyn clerkship is separated into labor and delivery, gynecological surgery, and clinic. It is a miraculous mix between surgery, inpatient, and outpatient, so start times and the daily schedule will vary greatly on your rotation. Lectures are weaved throughout the clerkship and amazing resources are available for the shelf exam through APGO. During this rotation you will get the chance to help families welcome their children into the world, which is a once in a lifetime experience.

Pediatrics- 6 weeks
A completely informal consensus is that pediatrics is where you will feel the most supported and empowered throughout your third year. This rotation has both outpatient and inpatient weeks, including nursery shifts. Inpatient weeks usually start before 7am and your day will consist of more lengthy rounds with the entire patient care team. This clerkship has a reputation for putting teaching second only to patient care and will provide you with the clinical knowledge and confidence that you will carry throughout the rest of third year.

Internal Medicine – 8 weeks
Like surgery, internal medicine is a very time intensive rotation and an amazing opportunity to learn front-line care for hospitalized patients. It is strictly inpatient so days will start around 6am. Much of the morning is spent rounding and you generally have one day off per week. Like pediatrics, there is a huge focus on teaching and plenty of support to enable you to take active leadership in your patient’s care. The knowledge gained in internal medicine will support you not only for the rest of third year, but in any specialty.

“Fambulatory” – 4 weeks each: Family Medicine & Ambulatory Medicine
These clerkships share an orientation but have two separate shelf exams. They are both strictly outpatient so your days will usually mirror those of a standard clinic (including weekends off). The sites tend to be smaller and therefore your learning is much more informal and often directly from the attending physicians. Although patients in these two clerkships will be similar, you will see more children and procedures in family medicine and will see subspecialties in ambulatory.

Neuro/Psych- 4 weeks Neurology and 4 weeks Psychiatry
Like fambulatory, neurology and psychiatry have a shared orientation and separate shelf exams. Both are inpatient focused rotations but may have days in which you are able to attend clinic. Days begin around 7am and weekend responsibilities vary by site and service. While on psych, you have a variety of sites that allow you to explore veterans' mental health, child psychiatry, and electroconvulsive therapy, just to name a few. With neuro, prepare to hone our skills with the complicated neurological exam!

**Clerkship Site Profiles**

**Dominic Nguyen**
Environmental Science, UCLA ’13
Long Beach, CA
Class of 2018

**Cedars-Sinai:** This private hospital is located 5 miles east of UCLA and across from The Beverly Center. Patients are designated as teaching or private patients, meaning there are many patients staffed by attendings outside the teaching service. As one of the premier hospitals in Los Angeles, it is frequented by celebrities, so you may see a few around.

**Ronald Regan:** The flagship of UCLA Health is located across the street from the UCLA campus. Patients often come from great distances to receive world class care from this facility. The most rare and complex cases are often seen here. This is also the primary hospital of many of our lecturers, so be ready to see many familiar faces.

**Kaiser Permanente:** This hospital system partners with DGSOM and rotates students through the Sunset (21 miles) and West LA (7 miles) sites. This hospital operates most of its services in-house and is known for its emphasis on preventative measures. They focus on efficiency and has been described as a well-oiled machine by many.

**Olive View:** This county hospital is located 23 miles north of UCLA in Sylmar, CA and serves a similar population as Harbor-UCLA. Patients often present in late stages of disease with many complex problems not seen at other hospitals. This site is often regarded as having the best cafeteria food of all the sites.

**Harbor-UCLA County Hospital:** This county hospital is located 22 miles south of UCLA in Torrance. The patients are often underserved and have not had medical care for extended periods of time. For this reason, you will often see advanced stages disease or rare illnesses not seen at any other hospital. Harbor-UCLA is also the only Level 1 Trauma Center for miles, making for an especially busy emergency department.
**West-LA VA:** Located just on the other side of the 405, this hospital serves the local veteran population, although you will often find patients who travel from afar to receive care as it is one of the larger VA hospitals. The patient population is primarily male, and their time in the military is a significant part of their life.

**USMLE Licensing Step 2 Clinical Knowledge (CK) & Skills (CS)**

Cameron Escovedo  
Biology, Loyola Marymount University ‘08  
Long Beach, CA  
Class of 2013

**Step 2 CS (Clinical Skills):** This is the practical examination, much like your previous OSCEs. You will take the CPX (clinical performance exam) at the end of your third year that will be good practice for Step 2 CS. A good source is “First Aid for the Step 2 CS”, which goes through a variety of chief complaints and outlines what questions to ask in the history, what exam maneuvers to perform, and the differential diagnosis. You can schedule this exam whenever you please, but it’s probably a good idea to get it out of the way early while your third-year skills aren’t yet rusty.

**Step 2 CK (Clinical Knowledge):** This is the computer-based exam, similar to Step 1. It focuses more on differential diagnosis, evaluation, and treatment rather than on mechanism. You should probably set aside 2-3 weeks to study, where you are not on rotations, so you can focus on studying. If you did well on Step 1, then you just need to repeat your score. If you did poorly on Step 1, then you want to do well on Step 2 to make up for it. The best study method is USMLEWorld Q-bank, or some other question bank. You can also use popular books such Step 2 Secrets, or First Aid for Step 2 CK, but a question bank is better.
Fourth year of medical school is when you will do sub internships, interview for residencies, and enjoy the fruits of your hard work the last three or more years. You will start the year knowing or still deciding your career path and will have the opportunity to ith more responsibility and autonomy than ever before. The staff in the SAO will walk you through the application process and you will meet with Dean Miller to discuss your career goals and decided specialty. Depending on the specialty, interview season can start as early as October and extend as far as February. During this time clinical rotations are light.

In late February most students will submit their match rank list and hold their breath until the third Friday of March, Match Day! This week is filled with fun activities and tons of anticipation and excitement. After this many students will participate in international electives, finish their required rotations, and take vacations. You will all meet back on campus one final time at Perloff Quad in the heart of UCLA to take the Hippocratic oath and receive your diploma!

Hello and welcome UCLA Med Students! I’m Daniel Karlin, a former Geffenite now turned UCLA Med-Peds intern. You might see me around the corridors of Reagan, either rushing to see all my patients before rounds or sprinting off to a code, but don’t let that stop you from saying hi. Much like Korean tacos and French Dips, I’m an LA native, born and raised in the Valley followed by a most excellent time at UC Berkeley. I graduated in 2007 in Molecular and Cell Biology (M to the CB) with a dash of Italian on the side, then went straight away into med school. Oddly enough, as I was traveling during the summer before the start of med school, I randomly met one of my future classmates on a night train from Milan to Barcelona. We both found out that we had a deep passion for global health, and we knew that we wanted to make it a strong part of our careers. We partnered up and led the International Health Interest Group, which has now gained quite a bit of traction round these parts, and connected with some of the brightest minds among faculty and students to bring global health events...
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to UCLA and set up opportunities to go abroad for medical students. I started
 craving a immersive global health experience after my third year, and so I took
 a year off to pursue the Fogarty Clinical Research Scholarship, studying
tuberculosis down in Lima, Peru. Yes, you can take a year off of medical school,
and no, it won’t throw your life plans totally out of whack, and yes, it was
awesome (especially the ceviche). Luckily UCLA has the mentorship and the
flexibility to help students go after their big dreams, like I was able to. It set off
a spark that still burns today, as the possibilities of pursuing a career in global
health after residency become even more clear.

But on the flipside, being back in Los Angeles for med school showed me just
how an incredible city this place is. For some of you, this may be the first time
you’re setting foot in LA, while for others, you may have grown up here but
never seen everything LA has to offer. Well, welcome to a place of endless
possibilities. The food, the beaches, the pockets of microcultues (Thaitown,
Little Osaka, the Fairfax Orthodox Jewish/Ethiopian combo), and the endless
hidden secrets of LA make this an incredible place to spend the next four years.
But what’s more—this is your city. The people of LA are your patients. And
they will teach you so well.

So good luck on this journey! Keep your dreams alive, think outside of the
medicine box, and go savor all of LA! If you ever need any advice, or are unsure
about what your path has in store, feel free to email me:
dkarlin@mednet.ucla.edu. Or just stop me in the hallway (preferably not on
the way to a code).

UCLA Students in the Real World: Resident
Dr. Vatche Tchekmedyian
Anthropology, NYU ’07
Huntington Beach, CA
Class of 2011
Internal Medicine, Brigham and Women’s Hospital, MA

I’m currently a Junior Resident in Internal Medicine at the
Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston. Not a day goes
by that I don’t think back to my training at DGSOM. Beyond giving me the skills
to be a competent intern/resident, I remember the environment in which those
skills were developed. The wellbeing of medical students was a priority for
the staff and administration, and the stresses of medical school were met with an
engaged and caring group of staff in the office of student affairs. I always felt
supported as medical student - both in my medical education but also in my
extracurricular endeavors. In that way, DGSOM favors the creation of well-
rounded physicians and educators, and I’m very thankful for the time I spent
there!
Dr. Isaac Yang
Social Welfare & Molecular and Cell Biology, UC Berkeley ’00
Lodi, CA
Class of 2004
Attending and Principal Investigator, Ronald Reagan UCLA

I am now a neurosurgeon at the Ronald Reagan UCLA Medical Center and Principal Investigator at the Jonsson Comprehensive Cancer Center. I completed by residency at UCSF. I am using my medical school training in real life to be more than just a doctor – to be a listener and to help medical students and patients. In short, I try to be a brain surgeon with heart. My interest in brain surgery started in my first year at UCLA.
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Living the LA Life
Neighborhoods of Los Angeles
Catie Cambou
Molecular and Cell Biology, University of CA Berkley
Los Angeles, CA
Class of 2014

Westwood: Usually the first choice for incoming first year med students due to convenience. Any apartment in Westwood will be within a 2-mile radius of campus. The Weyburn graduate apartments are within a 15 to 20-minute walking distance of campus. Be warned though: Westwood tends to be one of the more expensive neighborhoods. If you don’t mind paying a little extra, Trader Joe’s, a City Target and an array of shops and restaurants are close by. The Getty Center is just a few miles away – jump on the 405 and you’re there within ten minutes. Some students even opt to study at the museum when they have a little free time.

Brentwood: Usually the first choice for 2nd and 3rd year med students. Why?
1. Offers a wide range of apartments in size, quality and price. My roommate and I shared a 2-bedroom, 2-bathroom apartment in Brentwood for $800 a month each, but that was a rare find (a gem, if you will!) Most places will be between $900 to $1500 a month.
2. Proximity to campus. Brentwood is just a few miles away from campus as well, but it’s on the West side of the 405 Wilshire freeway exit, which means you will have to deal with freeway traffic. A lot of students in Brentwood take the Big Blue Bus or bike to school (you can cut through the VA), but PLEASE wear your helmet and be careful – there are frequent bike accidents involving UCLA undergrads and grad students biking to school.
3. Coffee shops. Let’s be honest: you can only spend so many hours in the library. Most students in med school mix it up – from your living room, to the multiple libraries on campus, to the Starbucks on every other corner, you will probably change your study spot several times during your stint at UCLA med. I used to run into other med students on nearly a daily basis at the coffee shops in Brentwood. The hot spots for grad students are Starbucks, Coffee Bean, Peet’s and Coral Tree Café.

West LA: Another popular choice for 2nd and 3rd year med students, similar to the same reasoning for Brentwood. West LA has the advantage of being South of Westwood, and thus on the same side of the 405. This might seem trivial, but if you have ever dealt with LA rush hour traffic, you will understand why this is important! If for some reason you need to get to school via the bus or your own car, it will take you 15 minutes max (even with traffic) as opposed to being in Brentwood, which can take (NO JOKE) up to 45 minutes during rush hour if there’s freeway construction.
Santa Monica: This is where 4th years and residents dream of ending up. Who doesn’t want to wake up to an ocean view? The drive is approximately 25 minutes (mind you, without traffic), but the apartments tend to be more expensive since it’s such a coveted real estate spot (like pathology, it’s always location, location, location!) Arguably the best cafes, shops and restaurants on the Westside.

Venice: Santa Monica’s funkier, cooler cousin. Venice is also on the beach and Venice was not considered a very safe neighborhood until just a few years ago. There are pockets in Venice that are very reasonable, and others that are astronomically expensive. You’ll definitely have to do your research if you choose to live here. *GQ* Magazine voted Abbot Kinney “the coolest block in America” for its eclectic collection of bars, restaurants and shops. There is an array of fun places on Rose now, near Lincoln. True Story: the BEST Mexican food I have ever had was on the corner of Rose and Lincoln from “La Oaxaqueña” truck on a weeknight. Go figure.

Culver City: This is becoming a more popular neighborhood every year. The drive to school is approximately 20 minutes. Downtown Culver City near the Sony Studios is very quaint and lovely, with some very nice restaurants and bars. The coffee shops tend to be crowded – it can be difficult to find a spot to study. The prices are comparable to West LA and Brentwood, but I imagine that it will become more expensive in the upcoming years.

Mid-Wilshire/Miracle Mile: This part of town has a very different feel from the “Westside” (Santa Monica, Venice, Culver City, West LA) – it’s closer to some of the landmarks of Los Angeles (the La Brea Tarpits, LACMA, etc). Due to its proximity to West Hollywood, the Fairfax district and Melrose, it’s a great location if your hobbies include the arts and fashion. However, the main road to UCLA is to take Wilshire, which can get crowded.

Downtown: Students from more traditional cities (New York, San Francisco, etc) love Downtown because it reminds them of home. With the tall skyline, classic architecture and assortment of restaurants and bars, it’s the only part of Los Angeles that feels like a “true” city. The Walt Disney Music Hall, MOCA and Dorothy Chandler Pavilion are all close by. Downtown has undergone a major renovation in the past few years – it wasn’t a very popular destination until recently. There are pockets that are dangerous, and others that are very swanky and expensive. Like Venice, you would need to research the area. Downtown is VERY far from UCLA though – at least a 45-minute ride and up to 90 minutes with traffic. Unfortunately, the subway downtown doesn’t even get close to UCLA, so it’s not a viable option.
Each major area of Los Angeles (Santa Monica, Westwood/Century City, Beverly Hills, West Hollywood, Koreatown, Downtown, etc.) has wonderful restaurants. They’re so good that sometimes it’s just mind-blowing, you know? You can take a look at updated Jonathan Gold’s 101 Best Restaurants, winners of James Beard Foundation Award or LA Michelin Guides up until 2009 to find some really nice restaurants, but I’ll give you my own list here. And I’ll divide the list based on its price range.

In Santa Monica,
Fancy: Melisse, One Pico, Daily Grill
Reasonable: Erven, Gjusta

In Westwood/Century City/Sawtelle/Culver City,
Fancy: Hinoki & the Bird, Craft LA, Mori Sushi
Reasonable: KazuNori, Food court inside Mitsuwa Marketplace, Simpang Asia, The Boiling Crab, RockSugar Pan Asian Kitchen, Sotto, Hide Sushi, Tofu Ya, Seoul House of Tofu
Cheap: Takuma, Tokyo Fast Food, Sasaya, Roscoe’s, Shake Shack, BBQ Chicken
Dessert: Royce Chocolate, Clementine

In Beverly Hills,
Fancy: Spago, Animal, Maude, Urasawa, Cut, Villa Blanca, The Ivy, Osteria Mozza
Reasonable: Pampas Grill (at The Grove), Fumi Sushi, Bao Dim Sum House, Prospect Gourmand
Brunch: Taste on Melrose, Blu Jam Café, Chaumont Bakery & Café, BLD
Dessert: Sprinkles Ice Cream, Harajuku Crepe, Lady M Cake Boutique, Blue Bottle Coffee, Alfred Coffee, Magnolia Bakery, Laduree (at The Grove), Urth Caffe

In West Hollywood/Hollywood,
Fancy: Providence, Republique
Reasonable: Yamashiro, Paley, Pink’s Hot Dogs, Jitlada, Hard Rock Café
Brunch: Kismet
Dessert: Dialog Café
In Koreatown,
Reasonable: Pasta Sisters, Soban, OB Bear, Kyochon Chicken, Han Bat Sul Lung Tang, Sun Nong Dan, Khan Shabu Shabu, Shabu Hyang, Yuk Dae Jang, Yongsusan, Noshi Sushi, Commissary or Pot (at the Line Hotel), Han-il Kwan, School Food Blooming Roll
Cheap: Hangari Bajirak Kalgooksoo, Wako Donkasu, The Halal Guys, Beverly Soon Tofu, Cassel’s Hamburgers, Seong Buk Dong, The Kimbap, Heung Rae Gak, Jopok Topokki
Dessert: Sul & Beans, Okrumong, Haus by Coffee Hunter, Larchmont Bungalow, Yellow House Café, Heyri Coffee House, Café Korobokgur, Café Spot, Café Mak

In Downtown,
Fancy: Bestia, Faith & Flower, Patina, Bottega Louie, Sugarfish
Reasonable: Sushi Gen
Dessert: Philz Coffee

Others include,
Din Tai Fung, Asanebo, Nobu Malibu, Salazar, 71Above, etc.

Some of the places that have high ratings, but I didn’t quite like were Water Grill, Plan Check Kitchen, Georgie, Mastro’s Steakhouse, Ruth’s Chris Steak House, Il Fornaio, Via Alloro, Fogo de Chao, Avec Nous, Panini Café, and most all-you-can-eat Korean barbeque places. For instance, when I go to Oo-Kook, I don’t get the Korean barbque but I get galbi-tang instead. Most of the places above have a signature dish that you should try out, so make sure to check out yelp or Google.

As a Korean, I can attest that the Korean food in LA is the closest it could get to being authentic. NYC, SF, Chicago or any other major city is not even close. I’m pretty sure the same applies for other foods. Make sure to take advantage of getting these good foods by going outside of Westwood. Also I’m not a big ramen, pho, Indian food or drinking guy, but there are lots of good bars and restaurants out there in LA too. So keep that in mind.

Exercise & the Great Outdoors in Los Angeles
Jonathan Warren
Biochemistry, UCLA ’14
Fremont, CA
Class of 2020

It may seem like LA is a giant, sprawling city covered by buildings, but there’s plenty of amazing places to get in touch with nature. Relax to your heart’s desire, as long as your assessment is done.
Gefy Guide - David Geffen School of Medicine

**Hiking:** There are so many fantastic trails surrounding all of LA. There’s the nearby Santa Monica Mountains, the slightly further away San Gabriel Mountains, and day/weekend trips to Joshua Tree or Death Valley if you’re truly feeling adventurous. Great local hikes include the Los Liones, Temescal, and Topanga trails that all connect throughout the Santa Monica Mountains. Malibu has some gorgeous hikes like Solstice Canyon, and as a bonus you’ll also be close to the beach.

**Camping:** Camping in Los Angeles is wonderful. There are many areas nearby that offer expansive views of desert, mountains, forest, and any type of scenery in between. Top camping locations? Joshua Tree, Death Valley, Big Bear, and Sequoia National Forest. Some of them may be a little drive away, but during a block break, you’ll love the peace and quiet of nature. Feel free to relax, hike, and stargaze. For local trips, there is camping throughout Malibu and if you’re up for a boat ride, the Catalina Islands.

**Exercise:** The main UCLA gym is the John Wooden Center and has everything you could want in a gym, from weight rooms to rock climbing walls. Always keep an eye out for other Med Students playing basketball, they’re almost always there. However, while amazing, Wooden often seems crowded as it is shared with the undergraduate campus.

Graduate students are also currently an offered membership to the local LA Fitness (on the corner of Veteran and Wilshire) for free! The gym offers all the typical equipment you would expect, no basketball courts or rock walls though. The membership offer will continue until a replacement gym for the previous Graduate Student Gym, Kinross Recreation (KREC), is completed.

Finally, UCLA offers tons of fields, courts, and pools for any sport you might be interested in. Basketball courts can be found at Wooden, Student Activities Center, and there are outdoor courts south of Wilshire. Football and soccer can be played at the IM fields and Sunset Recreational Center. Swimming pools are located at Sunset Recreational Center and the Student Activities Center. Volleyball courts can be found at both Wooden and Sunset Recreation. Basically, if you want to play a sport, there is an area for it to happen and other students willing to play as well. Ask your second year medical students about all the Facebook groups for those interested in specific sports to know when everyone is playing.
Grad Games & Intramural Sports
Allie Ariniello
Biology, UCSB ‘14
Carlsbad, CA
Class of 2019

Grad Games is a 2-3 day Olympic style competition among all of the graduate schools at UCLA. Each year this sporting event brings together the various graduate schools at UCLA to compete in sports such as soccer, flag football, volleyball, track, swimming, dodgeball, cornhole, racquetball, ping pong, etc. The MS1 Graduate Student Association Representatives and Social Chairs are tasked with planning this event with some assistance from the rest of the Medical Student Council. DGSOM historically does very well in Grad Games and won the whole thing in 2016!

In addition, intramural sports are a great way for students to stay active and have some fun while taking a breather from the studies for a bit. The popular intramurals in the past have been both indoor and outdoor soccer, basketball, and spikeball. These are organized through the John Wooden Center on the UCLA campus.

Surfing
Isabel del Canto
Neuroscience and Behavior, Columbia ‘13
Chicago, Illinois
Class of 2020

While surfing every morning instead of going to lecture probably won’t float, you do have the option to go on the weekends or podcast lecture every now and then when the swell is sweet. If you want to get a quick surf in before afternoon labs, you can hit up Topanga or Venice. They're both about 15-20 minutes away from campus. Go around 7 am to watch the sunrise while waiting for waves. The nice thing about Venice is that they have surfboards and wetsuits for rent if you don’t have your own. Venice is better for beginners, whereas at Topanga you'll find yourself surrounded by more advanced surfers. When you have more time you can drive down to Manhattan beach and check out El Porto. It's a great spot with lots of room so you don't feel like you're in anybody's way. Or you can head north along the PCH to Zuma Beach in Malibu. Zuma is great for beginner to intermediate surfers and is overall a beautiful beach for surfing, chilling and watching the sunset."
LA is the perfect city to be in if you love to study by day and party by night. If you’re tired of the local bars—Barney’s and Rocco’s—and want to escape Westwood for the night, the LA night scene is best described as eclectic, and is most vibrant on Friday and Saturday nights. Whether you’re into sipping wine in an oceanfront, dimly lit bungalow (“The Bungalow,” Santa Monica), or moving your hips to some salsa/bachata (“The Warehouse,” Marina Del Rey), an option that suits your vibe will always be within close proximity. The early bird can enjoy two venues in Santa Monica when arriving by 10pm. You can check out “Chestnut” or walk 5ft to dance to poppin’ Hip-Hop at “The Room”.

If you aren’t sure what your music style is, “The Roosevelt Hotel” in Hollywood boasts a bowling alley and small dance floor with various local DJs specializing in EDM to Hip-Hop. The Standard in DTLA has a beautiful rooftop bar where you can enjoy a cocktail and a panoramic view of the city while lounging in a waterbed pod. Show up to The Echo (Echo Park) or Bar Lubitsch (West Hollywood) to support emerging local artists. Finally, if you just want a good laugh to maintain your sanity while in med school, hit up the Laugh Factory just around the corner in Hollywood.

"The breadth of music in LA is as deep as it is wide. You can hear every genre in this city and you’ll probably just be scratching the surface. Without going into the history of it all, I’ll note a few current spots to see great shows at. For classical, the LA Philharmonic at Disney Hall or the Hollywood Bowl in the summer; for jazz, The Blue Whale in Little Tokyo; for dance music, Low End Theory (Wednesday nights at the Airliner), Mustache Mondays (Monday’s at La Cita), and Restless Nights. There are also some venues that are just a pleasure to be at: The Greek Theater is a beautiful amphitheater in Griffith Park and the Wiltern is an ornate Art-Deco theater in Koreatown. Plus, music festivals around LA (like FYF) and a few hours drive away (most famously, Coachella) make for a fun weekend. But most of all, LA has tons and tons of local bands. Go out and see them at smaller venues..."
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clubs like The Bootleg Theater, The Echo/Echoplex, and The Satellite.

Sights to See in Los Angeles
Danielle Laufer
Biochemistry-Molecular Biology, UCSB ’11
Los Angeles, CA
Class of 2015

Getty Center – A few miles from UCLA, the Getty Center Museum is located on the hills of the Sepulveda Pass. The Getty has a wide variety of European art as well as European and American photography. Admission is free and parking is $15. No reservations are required. Even if you aren’t interested in art, the Getty has an amazing view of Los Angeles. http://www.getty.edu

Griffith Observatory – If you are interested in astronomy or just really like looking at stars, the Griffith Observatory is a lot of fun. Admission is free except for a small charge to see the shows in the planetarium (which I highly recommend). On clear nights, they set up telescopes so you can get a view of surrounding planets. http://www.griffithobservatory.org

Santa Monica Pier – On a sunny day, the Santa Monica Pier is the perfect place to go. Admission to the pier is free and you can purchase tickets to ride the rides including a rollercoaster and Ferris Wheel over the Pacific (which can be quite romantic). There are also a wide variety of restaurants on the pier. http://santamonicapier.org/

Dodger Stadium – Go Dodgers! If you like baseball or just eating Dodger Dogs, Dodger Stadium is a fun way to spend a summer evening or afternoon. The Stadium is about a 30 minute drive from UCLA. Tickets for the game can be bought at a discounted price from the UCLA recreation site. http://www.recreation.ucla.edu, http://losangeles.dodgers.mlb.com/

Disneyland – Who wouldn’t want to spend a day at Disneyland? The two Disney parks, Disneyland and California Adventure, are about an hour drive from campus. Tickets to both parks can be bought at a discounted price on campus. http://www.tickets.ucla.edu/popup_park.html

Hollywood Walk of Fame – Hollywood is about a 20 minute drive from campus. It’s fun to go for the day and see the stars on the walk of fame. Other things to see are the Grauman’s Chinese Theatre and the Hollywood Sign.

Dockweiler Beach – Dockweiler Beach is the only beach in LA County that allows bonfires on the sand. This beach is located near the Airport in Marina Del Rey. It is recommended to get to the beach early to reserve a pit.
Geffy Guide

PART IV

“I am a UCLA Med Student, and I am...”
I am a UCLA Student, and I’m Married
Tyler Larsen
Physiologic Science and Spanish Linguistics, UCLA ’10
Carlsbad, CA
Class of 2015

Being married while in medical school is a real blessing. It’s been wonderful to have constant love, support, and companionship to help combat the hectic and stressful nature of medical school. Sure, being married does present it’s challenges, but it is absolutely worth it. I don’t know if I would be able to make it through the long journey of medical school and residency without the love and support of my wife. It’s wonderful to have someone there to help cook meals when I am studying for an exam and to share interests outside of medicine. One of the great things about DGSOM is the amount of free time that I have to structure time for studying as well as time for family. The flexible schedule of the first two years has made it easy for me to study during the day and then to be able to relax in the evening with my wife. Obviously medical school is demanding and requires much of my time, but I think that being married while in medical school is fantastic and I wouldn’t have it any other way.

I am a UCLA Student, and I’m Married
Caitlin McGrath
Molecular and Cell Biology, Psychology, Univ. of Illinois ’10
Troy, IL
Class of 2014

I am a UCLA medical student, and I’m married. (My husband and I had our wedding about two weeks before I started medical school, and we moved to California the day after we returned from our honeymoon!) Balancing the demands of medical school while maintaining your relationship can be challenging, but it is also so great to have the support of a significant other when you’re going through one of the most stressful (though exciting!) times of your life. Here’s my “Not-so-Expert Tips for Med Students with Significant Others”:

• Be explicit about your schedule, the hours you expect to spend on school obligations, length of training, etc. Many people who aren’t in medicine truly don’t understand the rigor and time commitment of training, but they will likely be more understanding once they are more informed.
• Introduce your significant other to other boyfriends/girlfriends/spouses/partners of med students. It helps to know that others are facing similar challenges!
• Take some time to talk about things unrelated to med school. This will be especially hard during the clinical years when you spend all of your time
in the hospital, but find a way to do so, because even someone who loves you probably doesn’t want to spend all night talking about asthma treatment protocols or your amazing surgical retracting skills.

• Some people prefer to study outside the house so that they can relax when they are at home, while others prefer to study at home so that they can see their significant other during study breaks. Try both and find what works best for you!
• When you are taking time off, “be present” and don’t worry too much about school. In reality, there will always be more material to read to and more facts to learn, but you also need to have balance to be successful.

Welcome to DGSOM, and get ready for an amazing experience!

I am a UCLA Student, and I’m Married

Nick Ameln
Film Production, Ithaca College ’04
Ottumwa, Iowa
Class of 2013

Balancing marriage and medical school may seem like a daunting task, but with good planning and communication, your significant other can act as a “built-in” confidant and make your time in medical school a lot less stressful!

Some important tips:

• Make sure your partner has realistic expectations of when you will be free and when you will be working. Discuss with them early on that there may be days when the only time you see them is when they’re sleeping.
• Whether or not your significant other is in medicine, make time every week to do something non-medicine related – go to a movie, get dinner, whatever – make time for your spouse, let them know you appreciate them – especially if they’re not in medicine and aren’t familiar with the long hours required.
• Get to know other married couples in your class – you can be a great resource for each other and your spouses may need to commiserate.
• Look into married housing – there are a lot of fellow medical students to bond with and you can’t beat the price in LA.

Again, no matter how busy you are, no matter how tired you get, always make time for your spouse and remember the sacrifices they may have made for you to get where you are. Communication is key. Good luck!
Hi everybody, and congratulations if you too are engaged. I won’t waste space here giving advice on when it is best to get engaged/married during school or how to plan but if you have any questions feel free to contact me. I’d rather take this opportunity to emphasize that marriage is a big deal and preparing for it is very important. Being a physician is an incredible passion for me but I know I will always see myself as a husband and (hopefully) a father first and a doctor second. In medical school, time and energy are very precious and I have to make a real effort to spend time with my fiancé - not just to plan the wedding but also to really prepare for a life together (quality time). Remember to be there for each other, go on dates, enjoy each other and always remember why you are getting married. Never resent them for wanting to spend time with you (even if you have an exam coming up) and never make them feel like a burden or a hindrance to your studying or school work (make time for them too!). Keep communication open and strong and prepare for marriage like you prepare for being a doctor – talk about everything (everything!), ask questions, read about marriage (yes, study!), dedicate yourself to it (set goals), recommit yourself to it everyday (yes, the sacrifices start now!) and never stop loving (yes it’s a conscious decision) your future wife/husband.

I am a UCLA student and I am engaged! After an 8-year relationship with the love of my life, it was time to make it official. My fiancé and I tested the waters by moving in together during first year of medical school. At first, it was difficult to manage my hectic schedule and a serious relationship. However, after figuring out how to efficiently manage my time and sacrifice some study time every once in a while we came up with a routine that worked for both of us. That was great for most of 1st and 2nd year, but I knew 3rd year would pose a more difficult dilemma. To be honest, this was a major factor in my decision to propose at the beginning of 3rd year. I was aware that my increased responsibility and time commitment during 3rd year would have to become my first priority (at least
temporarily). Therefore, instead of simply telling her that I was committed to our relationship, I decided to show her. Although I may not always be around, my fiancé can look at her left hand and know that I am thinking about her and our future.

We are UCLA Students, and We are Engaged
Tine Roosta & Steven Storage
Neuroscience & Biology, USC ’09, Chatsworth, CA
Molecular & Cell Biology, UC Berkeley ’07, Huntington Beach, CA
Class of 2013

We’re UCLA medical students, and we’re engaged! We met during orientation week and went on our first date the Sunday before medical school started. About a year later, we were engaged…a match made in medicine! For us, being engaged during medical school was a huge plus in regards to having tremendous support, understanding each other’s busy schedules, and having someone there to share the good times with. The only difficult part was having time to plan a wedding. Our advice—4th year is the ideal time if you have the patience to wait. During 4th year, your schedule opens up to start the planning process for a Spring wedding. Most people can finish their coursework by mid to late March, leaving April and May open for a wedding AND a honeymoon before you have to come back for graduation at the end of May. We wish you the best of luck in medical school!

I am a UCLA Student, and I’m in a Long-term Relationship
Claire Eliasberg
History of Science, History of Medicine, Yale ’10
San Diego, CA
Class of 2015

My boyfriend and I had been dating for several years when I started medical school. I am by no means a relationship expert, but here are some things that we have found work for us:

• We both try to set realistic expectations about our time constraints. He actually has a job that is very time-intensive as well, so this is a two-way street.
• We set aside small blocks of time to spend together. Even if we’re just doing something mundane like grocery shopping or cooking, we try to make it fun.
• He has spent a lot of time hanging out with my medical school friends. Since free time is limited, it’s important to make the most of it.

While medical school can take up a lot of time, it’s definitely still possible to
maintain a long-term relationship. If anything, helping each other overcome the challenges that medical school presents has only made us stronger as a couple.

I am a UCLA Student, and I’m in a Long-term Relationship

Diane Salazar
Kinesiology, Occidental College ‘06
Eagle Rock, CA
Class of 2014

I am a UCLA student, and I am in a long-term relationship. I entered medical school in a relationship and I’m delighted to say that we are still going strong. Three tips that have helped me keep my relationship growing are first and foremost communication. Be open and honest about the new demands on your time, share your Google calendar, exam schedule, and voice your triumphs and stresses. Your partner will only be able to support you and try to understand where you’re coming from if you communicate. Second it’s important to plan quality time to spend together. As you will soon come to find out your schedule will be filled with labs, learning issues, and STUDYING. You need to devote time to spend together without the distractions of school. My third tip is to include your partner in medical school experiences such as block parties and all-school formal. It’s great when your special someone can put a face to the names you have been mentioning and even bond with classmates and their partners. Good luck with your relationships and you will be surprised how many classmates will get engaged and married during the next four years.

I am a UCLA Student, and I’m in a Long-term Relationship

Elaine Nguyen
Psychobiology, UCLA ’09
Huntington Beach, CA
Class of 2013

Having been in a relationship for six years, I found that sustaining a relationship during medical school, as with any relationship, requires a great deal of communication. During the first two years of medical school, there is so much flexibility to balance school and time with friends and your significant other. Once you reach third year, however, it was quite easy to let rotations and studying become the highest priority. The biggest issue I faced was having my boyfriend become more understanding of my time commitment as I switched from second to third year. I think setting expectations early on would have certainly helped. During the third year, I always set aside at least one night a week for spending quality time with my boyfriend and took advantage of the easier rotations. At first, it was challenging to have conversations without talking about medicine, but now I am so thankful for it!
In my experience, making a long-distance relationship functional and happy while in med school involves: 1) flexible but frequent communication over Skype, phone, or IM, and 2) planning, and 3) shared expectations. I have found that regular Skype – e.g. every evening, even if calls are short – is a wonderful way to “see” my significant other and share the day’s events. We also try to check in about how the relationship is working, so that issues don’t ferment until the next visit. (Admittedly, Skype heart-to-hearts can feel awkward at first, but it gets easier.) Text messages, however mundane (“Just saw all the forearm muscles in anatomy lab!”), can also help your S.O. feel more a part of your life.

In terms of planning, having “the next visit” on the calendar gives us something to look forward to, and makes the inevitable separations easier. Block breaks are obviously great opportunities; that said, if distance and finances allow, and you are efficient with your studying, occasional weekend trips during some blocks are possible.

Finally, understanding our expectations has been key: expecting that we will be open and honest with each other, that we are both relinquishing some degree of control, and are placing trust in each other; and that our relationship can grow even across the distance, and can be a great source of support and joy.

My significant other is my everything, the best thing that has ever happened to me. If someone told me I would have a boyfriend who lived across the country and attend medical school, I would know it would be difficult, but I would never change it for the world, because our relationship is one that will last a lifetime. My
boyfriend and I met seven months before I started medical school; I lived in LA and he lived in Annapolis, MD. Even though we were and continue to be separated by physical distance, below are some of the things that helped us nurture our relationship and feel emotionally and spiritually close every day.

• In years 1 and 2, we spoke at a regular time every day. Knowing that I set aside a special time to talk made my significant other feel appreciated and honored. Just like I schedule time to study, I set aside devoted time to just talk to him, and not be distracted by work. Talking with him was and continues to be the highlight of my day. Skype is an excellent way to see your significant other face to face, and I wish we would have done that more.

• In years 1 and 2, we saw each other during every block break (Thurs-Sun) or vacation. During block breaks, I tended to visit him because I had more time to fly. Being a part of his life in his hometown is so important to him and is equally important to me. I found that I created two homes – one in Los Angeles and one in Maryland. Spending time baking cookies for his firehouse, working out together, and having dinners with his friends brings me pure joy. Spending time together showed my boyfriend that he was important to me, and that I could set aside my school work to focus on him and our relationship. And yes, since we flew often, we both invested in airline credit cards.

• In year 3, it has been more difficult to speak at a regular time, so we agreed to connect early in the morning via phone. More than ever, the key is communication. Since our hours as medical students are unpredictable, it is important to convey that and then make a plan for how to best connect. If plans change, communicate that to your significant other. Always make time to talk when you still have energy – your significant other has been waiting all day to talk to you, and you need to share your days together! Text messages throughout the day tell your significant other you are thinking of him/her; these are immensely special to them because they know you are busy, but took time to communicate with them. Always communicate your feelings – the good days and the bad days – and let your significant other help you throughout it. The more I included my boyfriend, the more he felt he could help me and the closer we were. Be an excellent listener and always tell your significant other how much you love him/her.

• In year 3, my significant other would visit me more since I had one day off per week and this day was unpredictable depending on the rotation. He definitely did more of the traveling, which wore on him and our relationship. If I could do it all over again, I would travel when I had two days off on a weekend to take the pressure off of him to travel.
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Even though we agreed he would travel, it is important for me to make concerted effort to travel if I have two days. Again, this shows that I am making him a priority and am a presence in his life. When you have vacation, I recommend traveling to the significant other’s hometown. This allows you to catch up with all your friends there and to do the everyday special things you enjoy – the little things, like doing laundry, making favorite snacks, going to a favorite concert, and just having fun together. This also allows you to be the one at home while he/she goes to work and continues the normal work week; it was my turn to spoil and love him!

• Most importantly, we cared for each other and respected each other, and by doing so, we honored each other and helped each person work at their dream so we could grow as a couple. Yes, it may have been easier if we were in the same city, but by providing quality time daily to communicate and making sincere extra efforts to see each other as much as possible, we continued to share our lives together and grow closer than ever before. Special cards, candy, and notes always showed a little extra love.

I am a UCLA Student, and I’m in a Long-distance Relationship

Jenna Nguyen
Biology, Stanford ‘08
Carson, CA
Class of 2013

I started dating my boyfriend during junior year of college. After graduation, he started medical school on the east while I did research on the west coast. It was difficult transitioning from being constantly together to having thousands of miles in between us and only Skype and the occasional visits to look forward to. A year passed and soon I became a MS1 at UCLA and he a MS2 on the east coast. I was able to visit him every 2 months during the first two years because our awesome block breaks. DGSOM has final exams on Wednesdays and the rest of the week is free. I always used those times for trips to the east coast. During my 3rd year, he came to Jules Stein to do Ophthalmology research so we were reunited after 3 years of being apart. Currently, he’s back on the east coast and we are both applying for residency, me into Internal Medicine and he into Ophthalmology.

We can’t enter the couple’s match because Ophthalmology has their own separate and earlier matching process. But to maximize our chances of ending up in the same location, we both applied very broadly. He will match in January and I will be able to rank my list according to where he matches. I am hoping it all works out.
I am a UCLA Student, and I’m Single and Searching!
Harry Ching
Bioengineering, UC Berkeley ‘10
Fremont, CA
Class of 2014

“It’s so hard to meet someone in med school/LA/life.”

Let’s change that. Meeting people and finding meaningful relationships while you’re in med school can be tough, but it’ll all work out if you put some effort in. First of all, you need to put yourself in places where you’ll meet lots of new people. If you do that, confidence and courage will take you the rest of the way. Don’t be afraid to step out of your comfort zone and meet people in bars, clubs, or even online. Seriously, you don’t want to just date people in the class. I know tons of people who have had or are in great, fulfilling long term relationships that began in the club. Here’s a list of the best ways and places to meet new people as a UCLA medical student (evidence-based).

1. Graduate Student Events: THE BEST WAY to meet other single people our age. GO, even if it’s just you and your one friend that you drag along. You have a no-brainer way to open an interaction with that guy/girl that catches your eye. The ratio is great at GSA club events, not so great at Weyburn events, and varies at other events. Be careful about creating a bad reputation by repeatedly pursuing people from the same department.

2. Random (On campus, BruinBus, study areas, health fairs): Similar to graduate events, you can turn anything into an opportunity to meet new people.

3. Westwood Bars: Lots of undergrads if that’s your thing. Tends to be many more guys than girls. O’Hara’s is loud and makes it difficult to meet new people. The others tend to have limited opportunities.

4. Santa Monica Bars: Some good ones: Copa d’ Oro, Zanzibar, Makai, Main St bars. Older crowd late 20s to 30s. Ratio tends to be more even than Westwood. Advantage: you can bar hop if one place isn’t great that night.

5. Hollywood Bars/Clubs: Crowd varies widely. Some spots are amazing, but this changes every 6-12 months so you’ll need to do some current research. It can be very difficult to get in to certain places and might not be worth the effort.

6. Downtown: Great venues and ratios but it’s a drive. The Edison (no cover and great ratio). The Standard (beautiful spot but has cover). Exchange LA, Belasco (huge Asian clubs with great ratios).

7. Online: Becoming more popular and less stigmatized, not a bad way to set up first dates. Don’t let haters get into your head. Every experience, every new friend you make, every date, every step out of your comfort zone brings you closer to finding the right one.
I am a UCLA Student, and I’m Dating Another Medical Student
Max Dean Goldstein
Romance Languages and Biology, Bowdoin College ’09
Los Angeles, CA
Class of 2015

My partner is studying osteopathic medicine (DO) at Western University of Health Sciences in Pomona. I am a year ahead of her and also at a different school, so while there is enough overlap in our day-to-day life of being medical students, there is also enough difference so that we don’t feel like we’re doing the same thing. I say this because there have been times when we start talking medical jargon and it is late on a Friday night and we have to stop ourselves, smile, and remember that we need to have some distance between our school lives and our relationship. That being said, it is also very comforting to be in a loving relationship with somebody who viscerally feels what the other is going through as a medical student and is able to support them in the ways that they both need support. When she has exams, I do more of the cooking and general pampering, and vice-versa.

I am a UCLA Student, and I’m Dating Another Medical Student
Jenn Phan
Biochemistry, Occidental College ’09
Fremont, CA
Class of 2014

DGSOM brings together a diverse group of people and is a great place to make new friends, and of course new relationships! Now here is the good, the bad, and the ugly about being a medical school couple so let’s start with the ugly. Just like any other relationships, there some couples that are not meant to be but unfortunately you have to face that ex every single day in class. The bad is that you and your significant other spend a lot of time together, going to the same classes and labs and studying for the same block exams. But the best parts about being a class couple, and this I know from personal experience, is that no one understands what you are going through better than another medical student. It is so important to have a solid support system through these next four years, and having a significant other who knows exactly what you are going through and can help you walk through any rough patches is amazing. During third year rotations, sharing your experiences in the hospital and telling your other about your day, and having them actually understand what has been going on is priceless. For the couples that remain strong throughout medical school, some choose to couples match into the same residency programs to remain together and some couples get engaged during the four years of school. Regardless, DGSOM is a great place to find people who you like and maybe one day even love.
I am a UCLA Student, and I went through a Break-Up in Medical School
Anonymous

Wow. If I had one piece of advice on what to avoid regarding relationships and med school, it would definitely be breaking up during boards studying. You take one of the worst moments of your life and layer on the fear that your inability to focus for these few weeks will determine the future of your career for the rest of your life. But boards break-ups do happen, as do break-ups at other horrible points in your med school career, so here are a few tips on how to pick yourself up and get back on track:

• **Reach out to friends and family** — You may have just lost a major facet of your support network, but there are other people who love you and are there to pick up the slack—let them! Make an effort not to say no to events you’re invited to. Keep busy getting lunches/dinners with friends, and try to do something with someone every day, even if it’s just a quick coffee.

• **NPR is your best friend** — My breakup was poorly timed to when Gotye’s “Somebody That I Used to Know” was on every radio station all the time. On the off chance that it wasn’t, there would certainly be another song that reminded me of that one time doing that thing at that place with my ex. So NPR became my go-to commute station and had the double-benefit of keeping my mind off my ex and making me a more informed citizen. Eventually, bands will release new music that will have no connection to your relationship and you can wean yourself back on music radio (probably starting with the newest Taylor Swift breakup anthem).

• **Wear mascara so you can’t cry** — I don’t know why this worked (maybe the ridiculousness of imbuing make-up with quasi-magical powers), but I started wearing mascara the day after my breakup with the reasoning that if I was wearing it, I wouldn’t allow myself to cry because people would see my raccoon eyes and know I’d been crying. It actually got me through a couple of months. This should work doubly for guys, because if you cry people will know you’ve been wearing mascara.

• **Exercise: good for the heart** — I think I managed to get to the gym about two times per block in my first two years of med school. After the breakup, I forced myself to go two times a week—and it was great! Exercise really does boost your mood, and in any case anger is a good push at the end of the treadmill run. Going to the gym is not your only option. I recommend combining being social and exercise by joining an IM sports team or attending $5 salsa lessons Tuesdays at Wokcano.

• **Get out and do stuff** — Med school does not always allow sufficient time for leisure, but I strongly recommend not spending your days off in your room. My breakup was actually my impetus for actually exploring LA; in 2 months I went to Downtown the same number of times I’d been in
the first 2 years (5). I also went to the Hollywood Bowl for the first time, paid a lot of money to go see a musical, and even went to a play! I even tried surfing for the first time (there are lessons at the Marine Aquatic Center). Day trips out of LA are a great way to make new memories, too. I’ve also invested in developing one of my long-time hobbies, photography. Nothing like a major life event to justify buying a fancy new camera (or a spa day, or an expensive restaurant, or a weekend in Maui...).

• **Stay cordial, if possible**— You probably have friends in common or events you must both attend, and you’ll feel like such a mature adult if you can see each other and act civilly. There will also be other bad moments in med school, like getting into a car accident or your grandma dying, and your ex might just be the moment of support that gets you through that day (and that’s ok).

Anyway, I’m sorry that you have to go through a breakup during medical school. That sucks. Just know that you’re not the first person to deal with this, and that it will get better eventually. UCLA also has resources to help you deal with breakups and other difficult times. In addition to campus-wide resources, there is a dedicated Mental Health Services for Physicians in Training office that offers free or low-cost counseling. Contact Dr. Paula Stoessel at (310) 206-8976.

---

**I am a UCLA Student, and I’m a Parent!**

Jeremy Smith  
Mechanical Engineering & Math, Univ. of Mississippi ’01  
Pascagoula, MS  
Class of 2015

Congratulations on being accepted to the best medical school in the country at which to have kids! Finishing up my MS2 year with a 3 yo (and more coming), I know how parent-friendly the preclinical curriculum is here at DGSOM. To make the most of that, here are a few tips:

1) Support your significant other (SO): There will be times when you, the medical student, will be seriously under siege (studying for Step 1, surgical clerkship, etc.) and need every ounce of support your SO can muster. Make sure that they have a stockpile of empathy by supporting them during the rest of the time when you aren’t being crushed. To do that, you need to...
2) Separate your time: your study/work time needs to be dedicated and separate from your family time. Give both the unique time and energy they deserve. Medical school is going to take from you its due (see #1), so take advantage of the DGSOM curriculum and dedicate time to your family that will build up emotional capital from which to draw when it hits the fan.

I have much more to say about this than the space here affords; please don’t hesitate to contact me at any time with any question, kid-related or not.

---

I am a UCLA Student, and I’m a Parent!
Kristen Strength
Biomedical Science, Auburn University ’08
Fresno, CA
Class of 2014

I’m new to parenting and, like many moms I know, don’t feel like a real mom yet so I don’t pretend to know what I’m doing. I feel the same way about my medical training even after completing my second year of medical school. Both are new and exciting jobs for which no amount of preparation can ready you for the highs (my baby smiling at me or the first patient to say, “Thank you, you’ve really helped me”) and lows (my baby pooping in my eye or learning there’s nothing you can do to help a patient). However, UCLA has been at my side through every step of the process, helping me navigate morning sickness while still attending lectures and noxious smelling labs.

Advisors in the Student Affairs Office listened to my concerns and tailored their assistance accordingly to help me decide how long I should be on maternity leave. While every situation is different, the best decision for my education and my family was to take one year off. I’ve been enjoying every cherished moment with my daughter, yes even the excrement in my eye, and I can return next year knowing that my daughter and I have the foundation for a strong bond we’ll enjoy the rest of our lives.
I am a UCLA Student, and I’m a Parent!
Jasmine Ahdout
Psychobiology & Public Health, UCLA ’09
Santa Monica, CA
Class of 2013

Most people consider having a child and being in medical school as mutually exclusive entities. For me, this was a reality as I became pregnant during my second year, took Step One while eight months pregnant, and delivered my daughter one month into my third year. I then returned to resume my third year clerkships after just twelve weeks of “maternity leave”. As I encountered fellow medical students and even residents, they often expressed how they barely had time to take care of themselves, yet alone a child. I too shared these sentiments as I was anticipating becoming a mother, however I knew that with focus, determination, and the fine act of juggling life, I would be able to make it. I definitely believe that with mutual understanding, compromise and support, having a spouse during medical school is possible, and can even be advantageous. But the moment my daughter entered my life, I knew that I had to share my attention and reevaluate my priorities to accommodate the role of being a mother, a wife and a medical student. I can’t pretend that there weren’t tears or feelings of guilt involved, but what got me through those emotions was my ultimate passion for medicine and becoming a physician. One piece of advice I would give to anyone considering having children during this stage of their life is to make sure you have a strong, reliable support system, because you will only be able to leave your precious child with someone you absolutely trust and feel comfortable with. At the end of the day, I have so much more to be grateful for—a wonderful medical education and a loving child whose face lights up when she sees her mom after a long day at work.

I am a UCLA Student, and I am a part of LGBT Community
Josh Khalili
Psychobiology, UCLA ’10
Anaheim Hills, CA
Class of 2015

If you identify as Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Questioning or as an Ally, UCLA is the perfect place to be! You’ll be welcomed and accepted by a group of students and faculty who appreciate diversity and who will support you throughout medical school. We are very lucky to have a vibrant LGBT community at the medical school represented by MedGLO: The LGBTQA Medical Group at UCLA.
Looking for a great social life? Check. You will have the chance to help MedGLO members put on great social events (pool parties, brunches, nights out at bars/clubs) throughout the year in addition to events with other grad school LGBT groups. With West Hollywood and the world’s greatest gay club in the world (The Abbey) only about 5 miles away, there is no doubt that you will have an amazing social life.

Interested in LGBT-related research and policy? It’s easy to get involved! MedGLO has committed to make significant changes in LGBT health policy at UCLA and around the country. With the support of faculty members, med students at UCLA are working on research projects from issues related to providing LGBT-competent health care to improving transgender health.

The LGBT community here at UCLA is thriving and constantly growing. No matter what you’re interested in doing, there’s a place for you here and we are so excited to see you in the fall.

I am a UCLA Student, and I am a part of the LGBT Community
Alex Goldman
Political Science and International Studies, Northwestern ’05
Los Angeles, CA
Class of 2014

I am a UCLA student, and I am gay. When I first sought out medical schools to which to apply, the presence of a diverse student body was a key factor; I thought I could use that to extrapolate out which schools would be the most tolerant of my sexuality, as well. But UCLA takes it so much further than that. The medical school has a vibrant and active community of LGBT students, faculty, and staff, all of whom contributed immediately to my sense of feeling welcomed. I have not encountered even one student who has ever been anything less than warm and supportive, and have never experienced any discrimination against my sexuality. Within the curriculum, the faculty have also made a concerted effort to introduce the entire student body to the unique challenges and needs facing the LGBT community, and have strived to integrate that wherever possible. In the context of an extremely tolerant campus as a whole, with its location in Los Angeles and the availability of one of the largest and most thriving LGBT communities in the country, UCLA seemed like the most natural choice for me. I didn’t have to think twice.
I am a UCLA Student, and I am a part of the LGBT Community

Kyle Bukowski
Biochemistry and Women & Gender Studies
Washington University St. Louis ’09
Naples, FL
Class of 2013

Being LGBT as a UCLA student is a incredible opportunity for personal growth, career development, and community advocacy. In terms of personal life, Los Angeles has a large LGBT population, which means lots of opportunities for dates, friends, and dancing! I met my partner of 3 years during my MS1 year and have never once felt awkward or uncomfortable talking about our relationship or attending school functions together. As an LGBT UCLA student, I also have incredible opportunities for advocacy, both for students and patients. While the UCLA Health System and DGSOM are open and supportive environments, current students are working to improve diversity statements and non-discrimination policies to be more explicit and inclusive. Likewise, members of the LGBT community are often some of the most vulnerable and at-risk patients and need loud and proud healthcare providers to advocate on their behalf. There are also many research opportunities to add to the literature in order to provide quality and evidence-based care. In short, there are incredible personal, academic, and service based opportunities as an LGBT UCLA medical student.

I am a UCLA Student, and I am from Outside CA

Michelle Brugger
Biological Sciences, Drexel University ’11
Bethlehem, PA
Class of 2015

I am a medical student and I am from out of state. I was born and raised near Philadelphia, PA. When I was accepted to DGSOM, my boyfriend and I packed up everything we owned into a U-Haul and drove it across the country in early July. It was the longest period of time I’d ever spent driving, but it was the cheapest option for moving all our stuff.

When we arrived in LA, we stayed in a hotel for a couple nights while we spent two 8-hour days searching for apartments. Since my boyfriend and I moved to LA together, living in Weyburn Terrace did not make sense for me. We didn’t pay for access to any apartment websites. Instead, we drove around looking for rental signs in the neighborhoods we preferred to live in. If you look in Brentwood and on cross-streets along Wilshire or Santa Monica Blvd, you will
have easy access to the Big Blue Bus lines that cost around $30 for 3 months of unlimited use (when you buy a Flash pass through UCLA’s transportation website). This is much cheaper than parking on campus, and I actually find it very convenient. From my experience, apartments in Westwood around UCLA are very expensive and poor quality, so Santa Monica, Brentwood, and West LA make more sense for students who want something affordable but decent quality. A friend of mine did pay to use westsiderentals.com and said that he thought it was worth the money if you don’t want to drive around looking for apartments. We eventually found a great apartment in the West LA/Santa Monica area on Centinela Ave. near Santa Monica Blvd. My bus ride to school takes anywhere from 20-40 minutes so I usually wait at the bus stop about 50 minutes before class. Some students like to study on the bus, but I prefer to relax and listen to music. Either way, it adds a little bit of time to your commute, but I honestly don’t feel like it’s a big deal or interferes with my study time.

As soon as I got here, I started taking steps to establish California residency, and you should too! The first thing you should do is get a California license and register your car in California. You have to get a smog check at a state-certified auto shop BEFORE you go to your registration appointment. If you call around to find the cheapest price, some places in West LA will offer bigger discounts for cash payment. The DMV on Colorado Ave in Santa Monica is pretty quick, ESPECIALLY if you make an appointment online -> http://www.dmv.ca.gov/foa/welcome.do

You should also register to vote in California as soon as you get here-> http://registertovote.ca.gov/. By doing these things, you are establishing your “intent” to make CA your home. This needs to be done >1 year before you wish to be considered a CA resident. Basically, you should just do these things as soon as you move here. You also need to make your California address your permanent address on school records. When you complete your state income taxes in February/March, you should complete one for the state you lived in before moving to California, but also complete one for California (even if you earned no income in California). When you apply for CA residency, it is good to show you filed a CA income tax return. Make sure your parents don’t claim you on their income tax returns! Lastly, it is good to change your bank accounts and other accounts to your California address. If you do not belong to a nationwide bank, you should open up a new bank account in California.

The application to establish residency for second year becomes available in June at the end of first year, and you should submit it as soon as possible after
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that (http://www.registrar.ucla.edu/forms/). If you move to California earlier than just before school starts, you may be eligible to establish residency for part of first year (you need to have established “intent” and have lived in the state for a whole year). Another part of becoming a resident of CA is establishing financial independence. This is not applicable as long as you turn 24 before the term for which you are requesting California residence status. If you will not be 24 years old before second year, you need to take steps to prove financial independence as detailed on the residence application.

Although the beautiful weather keeps me pretty happy, I do sometimes get homesick for the east coast! Luckily, I’ve had many opportunities to visit Philly. We get one personal day per semester (2 per year), so I usually use mine to create a long weekend for a quick trip home. The student budget allows you to borrow funds for traveling. We also have about a week available to travel for Thanksgiving (since lectures are podcasted during the first half of the week) during first year. Winter break is usually two weeks or more. I definitely was surprised at how many opportunities I had to visit home, and while it’s great to see friends and family, was never all that sad to come back to warm, relaxing West LA!

I am a UCLA Student, and I am from Outside CA

Christina Siliciano
Neurobiology, Harvard College ’08
Ithaca, NY
Class of 2014

Truth be told, one of the major reasons I chose UCLA was because I wanted to be in California. Having spent my entire life on the East Coast, I yearned for sunshine, beaches, and a break from my snow boots. I can’t tell you how wonderful it is to have consistently nice weather while in medical school. When you do have time off, you can hike, bike, run, swim, or just sunbathe, and chances are the weather will be gorgeous.

And when you have to go to class, it’s nice to know that you won’t have to get all bundled up and brave the elements. California also tends to be more laid back, and that holds true for your professors and attendings as well. You will work hard and learn a lot, but it will be in a more fun, collegial environment than some other places. There are, however, a few challenges to being an out-of-state student. First, UCLA charges additional tuition to out-of-state students. Luckily, you can apply through the University Registrar for CA resident status. All you have to do is demonstrate allegiance to CA, such as getting a CA license, registering to vote in CA, opening a bank account in CA, etc.
Second, the vast majority of your classmates will be from CA, and many will be from SoCal in particular. This means that many of your friends may be going home regularly, while you’ll probably only be able to make it home a couple times a year. Luckily, UCLA has wonderful, friendly, generous students, and that means lots of invites to your Cali friends’ homes for the weekend – a great way to explore what California has to offer outside of Los Angeles!

I am a UCLA Student, and I am from Outside CA

Wesley Gaschler
Chemistry, University of Utah ’08
Salt Lake City, Utah
Class of 2013

When I was younger I would often make family road trips through the hazy, overheated and congested wasteland of East Los Angeles en route to San Diego. Before coming to interview at UCLA, I had no idea why people would choose to live here. As a fourth year student about to graduate, I now realize why Angelinos love their city and would prefer death over leaving California.

The transition to in-state resident status for tuition purposes is simple, but the exorbitant housing prices, pollution and traffic can be tough to tolerate. As someone who really enjoys outdoor activities, I have found that the access to Los Angeles beaches more than make up for these “sunshine taxes.” Most UCLA medical students find they have more time to enjoy themselves than they expected and I quickly found that I was a better student when I took one to two afternoons per week to go surfing at local LA beaches. Campus activities are abundant and I met a lot of interesting people through intramural volleyball, the University Buddhist Association and various events organized by the Graduate Student Association. The Weyburn Terrace housing facility is a great opportunity to live amongst a group of extremely diverse and intelligent graduate students and have easy access to campus and the pedestrian-friendly Westwood Village.

I am a UCLA Student, and I Took Some Time Off

Jacob Lentz
Government, Harvard College ’00
Mahtomedi, MN
Class of 2015

They asked me about med school after taking “some time off.” So I asked some of my fellow travelers in the Class of 2015 what they would say, and here’s their advice.

1. Younger classmates may ask your advice. That’s a big deal, so treat it
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that way.
2. That said, don’t overwhelm people with your life knowledge. Be cool.
3. You should have by this point figured out that the world isn’t going to end every single day. Feel free to impart that to your classmates.
4. Going back to school may involve a lot of debt. It can be scary to someone for whom money isn’t just an abstraction. To quote your old jerk boss: you’re gonna have to deal with it.
5. Get ready to get treated like a child. See above.
6. Set an example. Don’t fall asleep in class, be respectful, show up on time, and try not to complain. Too much, anyway.
7. You don’t have to be ‘social’ in the way that 22-24 year olds are social. There are plenty of opportunities to get to know people sans a party bus.
8. A lot of your classmates are really great people, and they make great friends. Don’t forget that.

I am a UCLA Student, and I Took Some Time Off
Raul Hernandez
Journalism, NYU ’01
Queens, NY
Class of 2014

After taking ten years off between undergrad and med school my salad days had long ago wilted and I had a lot of concerns before starting at UCLA. My greatest concern was whether I could keep up with the “kids” as I call them. These are the dedicated people who have been studying or intimately involved with the sciences non-stop since high school. I majored in journalism and quit the pre-med curriculum my junior year at NYU. You want to talk concern? I was chock full of them. The age discrepancy was also a concern. While eight to ten years doesn’t seem like a lot (average age of the class was about 24), the amount of experience amassed during that time makes all the difference. Did I really belong here? As it turns out, I did. I found many non-traditional students who welcomed each other with a sigh of relief. More than that, the younger folks are happy and vibrant; a pleasure to be around. As for the work: I’m not saying that it’s easy, because that would be a sure sign of insanity. But it’s manageable — especially when you’re finally doing what you love.
I am a UCLA Student, and I Took Some Time Off
Neema Izadi
Biology, UC Irvine ’06
Moscow, ID
Class of 2013

I took some time off to get a master’s degree and teach. No matter what you did in your time off, you’ll see that it was as a good decision – trust me. So let’s get to the good news and bad news. The bad news is that you may have fallen out of intense studying for awhile or taken a break from the sciences so it might be hard to get back into it. Just keep that in mind when some of the straight from college crew is “not studying” because you may need to put in a little extra effort or brush up on some background info. The good news is that you will have a much better big picture perspective on what is important not only in the classroom but in life in general. Another advantage is that you will not burn out as quickly as those that did not take a break. Overall, just adapt to your own pace, ignore everybody lying about how they “don’t study” and feel free to share some of your wisdom to the younger students – yes you have wisdom, just wait and see.

I am a UCLA Student, and I am Straight from College
Kevin Leu
Chemistry, Harvard College ‘11
San Diego, CA
Class of 2015

I went to the David Geffen School of Medicine straight from Harvard College. The transition from college to medical school was fairly straightforward, especially considering that the first two years of medical school are lecture-based. The biggest difference is that in college, we have many different kinds of classes and extracurricular activities, while in medical school, we focus on one subject area at a time. There’s also more class time, more hours spent studying, and earlier hours. Nevertheless, in the end, I believe that it’ll all be worth the effort.

I am a UCLA Student, and I am Straight from College
Michael Ayoub
Chemical and Physical Biology, Harvard College ’10
Cerritos, CA
Class of 2014

As a student who didn’t take any time between college and medical school, you may be in the minority. Seems like most medical students these days (particularly at UCLA)
have taken at least one year between college and medical school. But for whatever reason, you decided not to. There will be some people in your class who look down on that—some students will tell you that to really be a good doctor, you need to have some time away from school in “the real world” to grow or mature. Don’t believe these people. Sure, some students might need that time away from school to grow; but as you’ll learn in medical school, every person is different, and there are many different ways to reach the same goal. Others will tell you that you never had a chance to have fun, and that you’ll be burnt out by the end of first year. Don’t believe these people either; there is plenty of time to have fun in medical school—as long as you make time for it. Trust in your decision, and trust that there are plenty of people at DGSOM to help you make the transition to medical school if you need the help.
I am a UCLA Student, and I am Straight from College

Michael Wolfe
Biology, UCLA ’09
Costa Mesa, CA
Class of 2013

College to medical school on two months rest? Told you haven’t had enough “real life experience”? (What’s that even mean? Someone out there is having fake life experiences?) Not to fret! Going straight from college to medical school is a choice, but an attainable and worthwhile one! As everyone knows, the best way to adjudicate any quandary is a solid pro/con session, so here goes: A con is that likely you are younger - patients see it, and cannot wait to compare you to their child/grandchild of the same age; get ready. Be prepared to earn respect rather than have it gifted by the white coat. Work hard, even as your non-MS friends victory-lap their best party days while you toil away on the wards. However, embrace the pro’s, as there are many! You start an amazing career without waiting. You’re young, fresh, and still remember something from college. Recognize you’re doing what you love, and you will never feel something’s missing. As I reflect at the finish line, I have not a second of regret for going straight through. The best kept secret – your straight-through endeavor won’t keep you from living the life you want, so go live it!

I am a UCLA Student, and I am into Underserved Medicine

Maggie Chen
Comparative Studies in Race and Ethnicity & Human Bio
Stanford ’09
San Francisco, CA
Class of 2015

First, you are awesome! We need more people like you. Second, if you’re not in the PRIME or Drew programs, get to know folks who are, as they have access to relevant resources and mentoring. Third, seek out direct clinical and research experiences in underserved communities: sign up for the student-run Mobile Clinic, which serves the West Hollywood homeless population, and health fairs organized by DGSOM student groups that take place across LA; shadow doctors and find a post-MS1 summer project that relates to underserved communities. Finally, don’t be shy about your interests and find a big sib who shares them!
I am a UCLA Student, and I am into Underserved Medicine
Erica Davenport
Rhetoric, UC Berkeley ’06
Pasadena, CA
Class of 2014

I am a UCLA student, and my passion is working with underserved communities. Prior to medical school I was very involved in my community and was one of the reasons I chose the Drew/UCLA program. What’s great about UCLA and Drew are the opportunities to work in the community. For instance, my involvement in Student National Medical Association (SNMA) allowed me to participate in health fairs in South Central Los Angeles and Project Santa Claus, which provides gifts to those in need living in the Lynwood area, in addition to health education. My most rewarding activity has been with the Albert Schweitzer Fellowship in which I co-developed a community service project targeting at-risk adolescent girls living in South Los Angeles. It was a year long fellowship where I was able to provide health education and mentorship. Being involved in the community throughout medical school has kept me grounded and well-rounded as a future physician. I have been able to apply the knowledge I gained in the classroom to communities that often get overlooked. It has strengthened my leadership skills, improved my doctor-patient bedside manner and given me the encouragement to continue down the path of medicine.

I am a UCLA Student, and I am into Underserved Medicine
Etsemaye Agonafer
Biochemistry, USC ’07
San Francisco, CA
Class of 2013

I am a UCLA student, and I am interested in medicine in underserved communities. DGSOM has nurtured my interest by providing ample opportunities within the rich diversity of UCLA and in the greater Los Angeles area to work and learn from a broad range of underserved communities. Within the Geffen community there are several programs and organizations with the mission to address disparities of disadvantaged populations. These programs include CDU, PRIME, Global Health Education program, LMSA, SNMA, APMSA, Mobile Clinic, MedGlo, and many others. While you can volunteer your time with these organizations, you can also get clinical training during third and fourth year rotations at sites serving diverse disadvantaged communities at Harbor-UCLA, Olive View, and many others. Lastly but most importantly, at DGSOM you will find many students and faculty with the passion to serve the underserved with whom you can develop relationships to ultimately be apart of the change necessary to improve the health care provided to various disadvantaged communities.
I am a UCLA Student, and I am into International Medicine

Hannah Shull
Micobiology, Immunology, Molecular Genetics, UCLA ’10
Santa Cruz, CA
Class of 2015

If you are into global (aka international) health, then UCLA is really the place for you! Why do I say that? Because global health is an up and coming part of UCLA, so faculty here at the UCLA Program in Global Health (soon to be the Center for World Health at UCLA) is energetic, involved, proactive, and wants YOU to get involved in global health so that YOU can go on the fantastic global opportunities they are setting up around the world (including sites in China, Malawi, Peru, South Africa, Uganda and soon Thailand). I went to Lima, Peru for the summer after my first year, and I lived it up for almost 2 months down there performing research on HIV/AIDS and STD prevention methods, as well as shadowing in the hospitals and clinics and of course living the Peruvian life by traveling around (including to Machu Picchu and the Amazonian jungle), eating lots of seafood (and my friends tried the national cuisine of cow’s heart), and surfing the South American waves. Other classmates went to Africa and one even went to Lebanon. The opportunities are endless! And the great thing is that the faculty is there to help you figure out what you want to do and how to do it, including even global health research here at home. Plus, you have tons of enthusiastic classmates in the years above you who will tell you what exactly to do if you need that push.

I am a UCLA Student, and I am into International Medicine

Lydia Lo
Social Studies, Harvard College ’10
Thousand Oaks, CA
Class of 2014

As an undergraduate, I developed my love for global health. I’d been interested in a career in medicine since I was a child, and I loved public service work in college; global health was a natural merger of the two. I went on to work for an NGO in Malawi and later in HIV research. When it came time to look into medical schools, I made sure to research whether my medical education would help me sustain my passion. I’ve been fortunate that UCLA’s growing Program in Global Health has been a good place for me to stay involved. As a first-year, I participated in its global health selective, attending interesting lunch talks by UCLA faculty and other visitors. Journal clubs were another great way to connect with members of the UCLA community involved in global health. After my first year, the Program in Global Health funded me to work with the Desmond Tutu HIV Foundation in Cape Town, South Africa, an experience that helped me broaden my perspective on what global health careers could look like. As a third-year, I’ve
continued to stay involved through the global health selective doing mentored research in cervical cancer prevention, a topic that coincides with my budding interest in ob/gyn.

I am a UCLA Student, and I am into Research
David DiTullio
Molecular Biology and Mathematics, Pomona ’11
Vancouver, WA
Class of 2015

One of the best things to me about going to a school like UCLA that has so many grad schools and undergrad departments is that there is more research going on than you can wrap your head around. Med students definitely get involved in that research, although you really make your own decisions about how much you want to do and in what area. Some students start in first year, some do research over one summer and focus on school the rest of the time – and some even take a year off to do research full time. You decide what works for you!

I’m interested in basic sciences, so I’m working in a lab that studies stroke recovery in mice, but my PI is an MD/PhD, and every Tuesday he sees patients and invites students in the lab to shadow him. It’s an amazing opportunity to see how physicians really can combine basic science with clinical practice successfully. That’s one of the reasons I chose UCLA – not only is there amazing research happening here in almost every area of science you can imagine, but there are also physicians in every area that will serve as role models as I begin to imagine my own future in academic medicine.

I am a UCLA Student, and I am into Research
Steve Klein
Molecular Genetics, University of Rochester ’04
Manhasset, NY
Class of 2014

I didn’t always know I wanted to pursue a career in Academic Medicine. When I arrived at UCLA I found the medical genetics interest group. Since I was a Molecular Genetics Major at the University of Rochester I was drawn into seeing how genetics was used in medicine. During the summer of my first year I applied for the American College of Medical Genetics (ACMG) summer scholar program. I should note that Dr. Wayne Grody, one of our professors, was the president of the college at the time and an inspiration for me to pursue this award. I was accepted into the program, which funded my research for the summer between first and second year.
It was during this time that I met Dr. Julian Martinez-Agosto who is a faculty member in human genetics and pediatrics. He became my research mentor and preceptor for the following year. With Dr. Martinez-Agosto I was able to see patients, honing my clinical skills, and do research on those same patients. I quickly realized that my research would span beyond a summer and continued to work in the lab part time during my second year. When this time to expired I realized that this was the path for me and began searching for options in pursuing a PhD in human genetics. After taking Step One, I was admitted to the UCLA-Caltech Medical Scientist Training Program (MSTP), which fully funds PhD training as well as the remaining two years of Medical School. I continue to work in the Martinez-Agosto Laboratory, as a first year human genetics PhD student, where we study the cellular mechanisms that regulate growth and how deregulated growth can lead to human diseases including cancer and autism. We have recently published a study in Autism Research and continue to work on this project as well as others. I am enrolled in the NIH Training Grant in Genomic Analysis and Interpretation (GATP), and will be traveling to Germany this summer to participate in the Fellowship at Auschwitz for the Study of Professional Ethics (FASPE). As a graduate student/medical student I am in the unique position to observe the exome sequencing that is being done at UCLA and learn from the ethical and professional strides that are being made in the field of medical genetics. One of the best things about UCLA is that you can turn an interest in a passion and use that passion to shape your career. No matter what your research interests are I assure you that someone at UCLA is doing work in that field, as a medical student you have access to all these great minds and you never know where your inquires will take you, I certainly didn’t.

I am a UCLA Student, and I am into Research
Charles Vasquez
Neuroscience, University of Minnesota – Twin Cities ’09
South St. Paul, MN
Class of 2013

No prior experience required. At UCLA, you have access to world-class in opportunities in basic science, translational, or clinical research. The most important part of successfully landing a research position is to be proactive. Start considering what type of research (see above) or in what field you’re interested in (ex. oncology). Prepare an updated CV and a short cover letter describing your interests. Browse the UCLA website, talk with faculty, PBL tutors, lecturers, and other students, to find potential researchers you might want to work with.
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The summer after MS1 is a great time to devote to working on a short project. A number of opportunities exist at UCLA for funding, notably STTP and the UCLA Internal Medicine Chiefs’ Program. There are also extramural opportunities at other institutions, including the Memorial-Sloan Kettering and MD Anderson Cancer Centers, the NIH, and through HHMI, just to name a few.

There are also incredible year-off programs offered only to medical students (ex. HHMI Medical Research Fellows Program) that provide a tremendous opportunity to focus on research for a year. They also provide opportunities to attend scientific meetings, present your research at conferences, and for a lucky few, publishing your research in a journal.

I am a UCLA Student, and I am the First Person in my Family To be a Doctor
Kelsey Rose
Science and Management, Claremont McKenna College ’10
Irvine, CA
Class of 2015

I can’t tell you how many times I have heard, “Come on, you’re supposed to be the doctor.” My family is always asking me to diagnosis their ailments, whether it be a silly, little things or something I tell them they should talk to their actual doctor about that. I am the first person in my family to go to medical school, and I have to say it has been both a lot of fun and incredibly annoying. It is inevitable that your family and friends are going to ask you for medical advice starting the day you get accepted to medical school and it is never going to stop. When I visit home and my dad starts telling me about everything that hurts and wants to why, I just have to shake my head, but in reality it is fun to be the one they come to for medical advice, and it is really empowering to know that one day you will actually be able to really help with them medical problems.
I am a UCLA student, and I am the first person in my family to become a doctor. My passion for medicine is deeply rooted in my commitment for the community I came from. I am the daughter of two hard-working Mexican immigrants with a second grade education. I was born in Guadalajara, Mexico and came to this country when I was 4 months old. My parents wanted their daughters to receive the education they were never able to get. Deciding to become a doctor was easy, getting in to medical school was much more difficult. Because I worked full time, and was heavily involved in the community, studying for the MCAT was difficult. It took 1 year of post-baccalaureate work, 3 MCAT’s, and 2 application cycles to get in, and now that I am here I can honestly say, it really was worth it. UCLA PRIME is my dream program, it combines my love for medicine with my passion for social justice. Through UCLA I get a fantastic education, and I get to serve the needs of disadvantaged patients at our two county hospitals Harbor and Olive View. A girl really couldn’t ask for more, GO BRUINS!

I am a UCLA student, and I am the first person in my family to become a doctor. Needless to say, my family has been incredibly encouraging and proud. A challenge we’ve faced is how unfamiliar they were with the medical training process and long hours. This was a challenge in that although I was now close to home in Los Angeles, I was still not able to attend all my family’s events. Fortunately, they’ve been very understanding and welcoming even when I show up half-asleep after overnight call. A great highlight of being the first in my family in medical school has been sharing all the great opportunities and experiences. For example, getting to tell my family about how I was allowed to make the opening incision on a kidney transplant was a great joy. Given that I went to college on the east coast, and most of my family could not attend, I’m particularly excited about graduation here when it will only be a drive away!
For Students, By Students  
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I am a UCLA Student, and I am in the Drew/UCLA Program
Maita Kuvhenguhwa  
Biological Sciences, UC Irvine ’08  
Rolling Hills Estates, CA  
Class of 2013

For the first two years we attend lectures and doctoring at UCLA. During this time, Drew students organize lots of annual activities and often get our DGSOM classmates involved as well. For example, every December, CDU hosts Project Santa Claus. This is an event created by Drew/UCLA medical students that provides pediatric patients and children of the surrounding Watts/Willowbrook/Compton community of South Los Angeles with toys during the holiday season. Medical student members of UCLA’s chapter of Student National Medical Association fundraise in order to create a giant carnival for over 500 kids and their families. My favorite memories were painting faces (stars and tiger stripes were the most popular, by far) and handing out presents with Santa (played by a local Pediatrician).

While rotating through the clinic at Union Rescue Mission (URM), my classmates and I learned about the ailments that plague the homeless population: including Diabetes, Hypertension, and Hyperlipidemia. Diet is an important component of management for these conditions, but the URM kitchen is not always able to optimize the nutritional value of meals because it receives food donations. A rooftop garden had been installed years prior and unfortunately the majority of its existing crops were withering or producing too low of a yield to incorporate into meals. The goal of our project was to create a low-cost, sustainable source of fresh vegetables and herbs for the kitchen, to help increase the number of healthy menu options. In Spring 2012, we were able to add new planter boxes and new crops including eggplants, tomatoes, rosemary, and cilantro. This year, we have secured twice as much grant money and plan to double the size of the garden in Spring 2013.

During the third year, Primary Care is emphasized and is a required part of our curriculum. I got to see underserved populations in a variety of settings, including a small Family Medicine private practice, a busy County clinic, and a homeless clinic in Downtown Los Angeles. These experiences have given me the chance to work with patients who are unable to pay for healthcare, relying on MediCare and MediCal. Working with these patients brings to life concepts we were taught about in the preclinical years: I have learned about the barriers to care that still exist even when the monetary cost has been covered, including finding transportation to the clinic or hospital, taking time off from work to receive care, and challenges with health literacy.

Overall, being a Drew student has shaped my life in ways I never could have predicted: It has given me opportunities to get involved in the community. It
has opened my eyes to problems I never knew existed. It also helped refine goals for my future career: providing care to medically underserved patients and helping them to overcome barriers to care.

I am a UCLA Student and I am in the MD/PhD Program
Ivana Jankovic
Cell & Molecular Biology and Spanish, Univ. of Michigan ’10
Birmingham, MI
MD/PhD

Have you ever felt that 4 years of med school and 3+ years of residency is just not enough school for you? Then you might be an MSTP student! The UCLA MSTP, which stands for the Medical Scientist Training Program, is an NIH funded program that supports students studying for both an MD and a PhD degree. The goal of the MSTP is educating future physician-scientists who will be more oriented toward translating biological discoveries into medical solutions.

Although different schools organize their programs in various ways, at UCLA the typical progression begins with two years fully as a medical student, followed by (usually) 3-5 years in graduate school at UCLA or Caltech, and then returning to complete 3rd and 4th years of med school. MSTP students in the first two years spend their summers doing rotations and attend a biomedical research tutorial series that is now also a med school selective open to all students (it has great dinners). The program does take applications from MD-only students, usually after 2nd year. Please see the UCLA MSTP website at http://mstp.healthsciences.ucla.edu for more information.

I am a UCLA Student, and I am in the PRIME Program
Karla Gonzalez
Sociology, Azusa Pacific University ’01
Boyle Heights, CA
Class of 2013

Before I ever started applying to medical schools, I knew that I wanted to dedicate my life to more than just clinical work. I knew that I wanted to change disparities in medicine, and I knew I wanted to work in medically underserved communities. For me it was important to improve health at the individual level through medicine, and at the population and systems level through public health. Through PRIME, I have been able to live out both of these aspirations.

Now five cohorts strong, we have designed and implemented a variety of community-based projects and interventions. Through PRIME I have delivered foot care to the homeless community in Los Angeles, advocated for increased
access to health for marginalized groups at the State Capitol, painted murals at a local high school, and delivered English classes to day laborers. Whatever health justice issue is close to your heart, there’s a place for you in PRIME!

Currently I am completing the MPH program at the UCLA Fielding School of Public Health, where I am learning the leadership, programming, and evaluation skills needed to create interventions that will impact the health of communities. PRIME has been instrumental in shaping my medical training into a unique and incredible experience. Other PRIME-ates, as we like to call ourselves, are an inspiration to me and I am thrilled to be practicing medicine alongside them!
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